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1 Description
The purpose of this workshop is to explore and increase our understanding about what
methods can be used to investigate the collaborative learning interactions that technology
can engender. This increased understanding will inform both the ways in which technology
is developed, the manner in which it is integrated into learning contexts and the methods
used to evaluate its impact. The workshop will bring together researchers who collect and
analyze process data from contexts where learners are collaborating through, with or around
technology. This will include methods for documenting and visualizing collaborative
interactions, and for analyzing the relationship between successful learning and
collaboration. As the range of technological artifacts that are available to support the
process of collaborative learning increases we need to reflect upon the methods we have
developed for evaluation and assess the extent to which we understand the nature of
successful collaborative interactions and their relationship to individual learning? We need
to assess the extent to which new technologies require new approaches and consider how
we can expand and adapt the methods we have.
The increased emphasis upon pervasive technology for learning brings into sharp relief the
importance of the context in which learners is interacting. The advances made in
understating the ways in which communities of learners can be established and supported
through networked technologies likewise requires us to increase the breadth of the data we
encompass in our evaluations. But have our methods kept up with these developments?
This workshop will help us to explore the extent to which our methods match our needs. It
will foster the discussion and dissemination of successful methodologies and provide a
forum for the development of innovative new tools. We invited submissions of research
papers (maximum length 8 pages, font size no smaller than 11 pt) describing approaches to
the representation and/or analysis of collaborative interactions.
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2 Background
The workshop will encompass work that aims to evaluate the cognitive, meta cognitive,
social and affective aspects of collaborative interactions. It will welcome both quantitative
and qualitative approaches to the analysis of data collected through different media
including video, audio, interaction logging, screen capture, written texts. Key questions
that will be addressed in this workshop are:
• What are the characteristics that we should be looking for in our data? What are the
features of successful collaborative interactions?
• What data should we capture and how should we capture it? What are the tools that are
available to us and how should we decide which to select?
• How transferable are approaches that have been shown to be effective in one context or
with one particular data set to another context or data set?
• What are the criteria that need to be used for the selection of a coding scheme or
approach?
• How useful are visualizations to the process of data analysis
• How can we combine and/or integrate the analysis of data about what individuals
contribute to an interaction with data about the group as a whole
• Can we extend techniques used for desktop computing to other forms of interface such
as tangible or ambient technologies?
• How can we document that collaborative interactions have helped create communities of
learners?
• What defines a successful community of learners?
This workshop will provide an opportunity for researchers with different backgrounds,
using various approaches to documenting and assessing collaborative interactions to discuss
answers to questions these questions and more. This list is not exhaustive and we welcome
the identification of further issues that need to be addressed. The results of the workshop
will help in a more rigorous understanding of the ways to document and analyze
collaborative learning and inform the design of the next generation of tools. The workshop
will build upon the work completed at the “Documenting Collaborative Interactions: Issues
and Approaches” (Puntambekar & Luckin) workshop held at CSCL 2002
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Representing talk and action in collaborative
activities for video analysis
Katerina AVRAMIDES, Hilary SMITH*,
Rose LUCKIN, Geraldine FITZPATRICK*
IDEAS Lab, Interact Lab*
Human Centred Technology Group
Department of Informatics, University of Sussex
Brighton, BN1 9QH, UK
Abstract. This paper introduces a collaboratively developed methodology for the
qualitative analysis and visual representation of video data. The data to be analysed were
video recordings made by secondary school students whilst engaged in a collaborative, inthe-field, data collection process using hand-held data logging equipment for monitoring
Carbon Monoxide and wind values. We describe the requirement for, and the collaborative
and evolutionary development process of, a visual method through drawing overview
activity maps. Following this we discuss some issues arising and future challenges for
overview activity maps.

Introduction
Despite an increasing emphasis on technology-mediated scientific enquiry, there is
a marked need for analytical tools for studying how technology can be best integrated in the
design of effective learning experiences. Several authors have stressed the need for an
established framework for analysing technology-supported collaborative interactions (e.g.
Lehtinen, 2003; Littleton & Light, 1999; Pea, 2004). The challenge for researchers is to
develop a framework that will situate the learning experience in the social and cultural
context. Moreover, such a framework must allow for the analysis of the collaborative
experience as a whole that is more than the sum of individual actions. Ideally it must also
be sufficiently flexible to allow for the changing needs of accepted practice in interaction
analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995).
We report on the process of developing a tool for analysing technology-supported
collaborative interactions towards building a framework of this kind. The context for this
work is two related projects that investigated the potential of mobile technology to support
collaborative scientific enquiry. Both projects involved small groups of students (3-4 in
each) investigating pollution levels in their local area. Students were aged between 14 and
16 years. They used the same hand-held data-logging technologies in 30 minute,
exploratory sessions to develop collaborative ideas about the behaviour of Carbon
Monoxide in different locations and wind conditions. The projects differed, however, in the
level of structure provided to students (asked to develop hypotheses versus asked to explore
using the equipment) and the facilitator role (degree of support through questioning to
encourage participant to verbalise their ideas). The data analysis we report focused on these
data-collection sessions in the field. For further detail on the projects see Underwood et al
(2004) and Stanton Fraser et al (in press)
Our initial analysis was driven by broad research questions such as:
• How did the students engage in the data-collection process
• how did they engage with multiple devices
6

• what sorts of behaviours/interactions were enabled
• and how the social and physical context supported or hindered the learning
experience
We collaboratively created a series of overview activity maps to analyse the videoed sessions. The activity maps enabled our analysis to become more focussed as interesting
patterns of talk and behaviour were identified across all sessions. The process of developing
the maps was thus data-driven, based on observation of emerging patterns and enabled us to
progressively refine our research questions.
Methodology
The video data available from each session was supported by a collection of
multimedia, including: students’ handwritten wind data, automatically captured CO data,
Global Positioning System (GPS) location data and photographs taken by the facilitator. A
large portion of this data collection occurred in parallel and so it was a combination of all
the data available that provided the most complete record of what happened and when. We
found we needed a method of analysis that allowed for incomplete data in some sessions.
This occurred for a variety of reason, including wind or noise on camera, being too distant
from speakers, recordings not always being continuous video, students forgetting or
otherwise to focus on devices or speaking people.
The initial activity map (v1, see figure 1) was created to provide a timeline of the actions
that occurred within a single group during a session. Version 2 (figure 2) was created to
allow the capture of some of the variables that were not constant across sessions (e.g. group
size, hypotheses verbalised, planning where to take readings) for an early categorisation of
the types of actions observed. At this stage we also agreed the variety of types of location
visited by all groups. These locations included: open field, bust stop, tree area, vents on
buildings and machinery. Also, we identified social interactions that influenced actions,
such as facilitator input, distractions and changes to the initial plan that were made on the
fly. These initial maps provided the means to extract patterns from the data but also to
identify important information that was not adequately represented (e.g. physical location,
whether standing still or moving, malfunctioning of equipment) that led to refinement of
the maps. We identified a further need to define the observed behaviours to ensure each
researcher was categorising in the same way.
Developing the maps further was a collaborative process during which we
categorised talk and actions (communicating readings, commenting on readings,
hypothesising, discussing, distracting); structured interactions in terms of devices and
people; and defined a framework for capturing the context data that was relevant to our
study.
A key aspect of the development of the activity maps was finding ways of representing the
information visually that would enable us to ‘scan’ the data and rapidly identify clips/points
of interest: e.g. spotting changes in behaviour when a person switched to using a different
device in the same session, knowing where to target different kinds of interaction /
behaviour / comments. This involved minimising text and substituting for symbols, colourcoding, arrows to show links (see figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 1 - activity map version 1

Figure 2 - activity map version 2, where letters on map refer to category of behaviour on
that line e.g. S = static, M = mobile, F = Facilitator comment, H1 = hypothesis 1
The final version of the maps (figure 4) allowed us to combine an individual and group
perspective on the data. More specifically, on an individual level we were able to match
actions and talk to people and the equipment they were using at the time, analyse
individuals’ use of technology, and detect who requested to swap devices with whom
during the session. On a group level we were able to analyse individual contributions to
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group activity, identify how the context influenced group activity, and identify how the
technology enabled or hindered collaboration and group activity (ease/difficulty of sharing
information/creation of device roles).

Figure 3 - activity map version 3, letters on map refer to method used in figure 2

Figure 4 - activity map version 4, letters on map refer to method used in Figure 2
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Discussion
The iterative development of the activity maps enabled events within the data to be
flagged as interesting and for us to use significant behaviour patterns to drive the focus of
the analysis. The open nature of version 1 (almost a blank sheet) led to the use of categories
to focus attention on particular types of interaction and behaviour and enabled researchers
to work through data separately but in parallel. We fortified our individual analysis through
joint working sessions to develop our ideas about the ways we defined particular
behaviours. We were also able to share ideas about how best to arrange the activity maps
e.g. to change the way we ‘chunked’ the maps. In version 2 we had provided vertical lines
at set time intervals. These were found to be less meaningful than the idea of chunking
activity by location of the group.
The collaborative nature of researchers being fully involved in video analysis in
parallel with similar data meant the development of our categories for analysis focus was
much reduced than it would be for one researcher working alone on each data set in turn.
Our foci were subtle in their differences: by the very nature of our multidisciplinary
backgrounds (of user centred design, psychology, education, computer science).
The visualisation of data in this way provided a very rapid way to scan through tapes in an
initial pass, and identify which would be most useful for more in-depth analysis. It meant
that transcription effort could be targeted efficiently, rather than across the board.
Furthermore we found we were able to easily analyse from an individual or whole group
perspective, or isolate a sub-group or particular device combination when investigating the
roles students took on with each device.
In developing activity maps we propose to tie in various supporting data where
available, for example by overlaying a graph of the collected wind and Carbon Monoxide
readings, or location readings. This will help us identify reasons behind flurries of activity
we have noticed e.g. in identifying the triggers to discussions that were student led rather
than facilitator led.
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Alessandra GIORDANI1, Luca GEROSA1, Amy SOLLER2, Ron STEVENS2
1 Dipartimento di Informatica e Telecomunicazioni, Università di Trento
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Abstract: Students sometimes develop unproductive problem solving approaches that can
persist for months if not detected and addressed. Previous work has shown that such
impasses can be detected through probabilistic modelling of students’ strategic
approaches. Unproductive approaches might be avoided and/or modulated for some
students by placing them in collaborative groups of 2-4 students. Although the specific
collaborative activities responsible for these strategic changes are unclear, often such
group interactions result in effective problem solving. We developed a web-based
synchronous collaborative environment into which online problem solving activities can
easily be embedded, allowing an analysis of not only the problem-solving process, but also
the collaborative activities and events as teams perform simulations. A structured
collaborative interface allows segmentation of the collaborative learning event log,
facilitating the establishment of linkages between the collaborative interactions and the
problem solving efficiency and effectiveness. In this paper, we present our preliminary
analysis explaining how this structured collaborative environment may improve the
performance of individuals, and how collaborative learning might be assessed by
comparing the models of students’ strategic approaches to their interaction.

1. Introduction
Documenting students’ problem solving performance and progress in real-world simulation
environments is difficult given the complexity of the tasks. A recurring challenge for
instructors is determining which students are applying the knowledge gained in
introductory courses to think critically, and which ones require interventional supports. We
have been addressing this challenge by constructing online problem solving systems, and
layered analytical machine learning tools, collectively called IMMEX, that support the
development, implementation and analysis of online problem solving [1], [2]. The
singleuser version has been widely used in science classes across middle and high schools,
universities, and medical schools and has logged over 400,000 scientific student problem
solving episodes over the past 3 years.
From these logged problem-solving datasets, we have developed performance and
progress models of student problem solving using artificial neural network clustering and
Hidden Markov Modeling [3]. These analyses have enabled us to identify when students
develop and stabilize with unproductive problem solving approaches. Because these
strategies sometimes appear and persist for months, there is a need to provide feedback
and/or interventions that might encourage students to alter their problem solving
approaches [4], [5].
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Collaborative learning is one potential interventional approach, as studies have
shown that groups may learn faster, make fewer errors, recall better and make better
decisions than individuals working on their own [6]. When we initially observed students in
small collaborative groups, we noted that fewer students stabilized with inefficient and
ineffective strategies [7]; however, problem solving was not effective for all student
groupings. These results suggested that the group composition or interactions may contain
important and as of yet unknown variables influencing strategic performance and progress.
We began documenting such collaborative events and components by designing an online
collaborative software environment into which the IMMEX problem solving simulations
could be embedded, and through which the student interactions could be tracked and
modeled [8].
The study described in this paper validates the design of the IMMEX Collaborative
interface and shows that, at the problem solving level, the group actions, approaches and
outcomes share similarities with those that occur in face-to-face groups. The preliminary
results suggest this may be a useful approach for linking collaborative interaction analysis
with problem solving outcomes. In the next section, we provide an overview of the
IMMEX Collaborative environment and describe our research theses. We then discuss the
preliminary experimental results and put forward some hypothesis for further work.
2. The Problem Solving Environment
In designing IMMEX Collaborative, we felt that it should interpret actions in a shared
workspace as acts of communication, as if the students were seated around a table engaging
in problem solving. We also felt that it would be important to construct a structured
environment that realistically reflected the nature of the problem solving. For this we drew
on earlier verbal protocol research showing how students propose hypotheses, run physical
and chemical tests, and reflect on the results of those tests in a repetitive fashion as they
solve IMMEX problems [9]. The final requirement was that the environment needed to be
structured to facilitate the automated modelling of the group interactions in a way that
would accommodate the thousands of current and future IMMEX users.
The IMMEX Collaborative client interface (Figure 1) is divided into three portions.
The main window is a shared workspace dedicated to the collaborative navigation of the
IMMEX multimedia web pages. Actions taken by students in this frame are automatically
reflected on the other group members' screens. The vertical frame on the left side shows the
structured chat interface with a three tabbed panel. The horizontal frame along the bottom
shows a graphical representation of the service and synchronization facilities, which are
used to manage the flow of actions in the collaborative space. The mouse image moves
over the name of the student who has control of the workspace, as if the members were
seated in front of the same monitor, passing the mouse among each other. The client runs in
a browser, and is managed through Java applets that communicate with the IMMEX
Collaboration Server. The Collaboration Server is an HTTP server acting as a proxy, that
filters, edits, and synchronizes the IMMEX HTML pages through JavaScript, and sends
them to the clients.
IMMEX problems require students to frame problems from descriptive scenarios,
judge what information is relevant, plan a search strategy, gather information, and
eventually reach a decision that demonstrates understanding. One problem set researched
extensively is Hazmat, which provides evidence of students’ ability to conduct qualitative
chemical analyses. A multimedia presentation is shown to the students, explaining that an
earthquake caused a chemical spill in the stockroom and their challenge is to identify the
13

unknown chemical by gathering information using a 22 item menu containing a Library of
terms, a Stockroom Inventory, and a number of different Physical or Chemical Tests (e.g.
litmus test, precipitate test). This problem set contains 38 cases that can be performed in
class, assigned as homework, or used as quizzes. As students perform multiple cases that
vary in difficulty, student ability can be estimated by Item Response Theory analysis by
relating characteristics of items and individuals to the probability of solving a given case.
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Figure 1. The main frame shows the IMMEX problem solving environment embedded within the IMMEX
Collaborative environment which allows groups of students to use chat, sentence openers (far left) and shared
mouse control (bottom) to solve problems.

An analysis of the face-to-face interaction between pairs of students learning with
the IMMEX environment showed that their discourse often followed a predictable pattern.
First, they tended to discuss which chemical or physical test to run next (the proposal 3
episode); second the students ran the test (the event); and third, the students discussed the
results of the test (the discussion episode). A set of sentence openers for each episode was
then developed based our manual analysis, and taking into account earlier work on effective
peer dialogue [10]. Table 1 lists these eighteen openers, also located in the three tabbed
panel on the lower-left hand corner of the interface (see Figure 1).
Table 1. The eighteen sentence openers are distributed across three problem solving phases: propose, discuss,
and review. Each represents a different cognitive process related to the problem solving phase.

The sentence openers are simple enough for users to find and select those that are
most appropriate, but we also allow for the use of free text by providing the opener “I
think” in each of the three proposal, discussion, and review categories. IMMEX
Collaborative manages the conversation through the use of topic threads (based on the
context). These topic threads attempt to structure the student discussions to reflect the
structure of their decision processes in selecting and explaining the results of the various
15

physical and chemical tests. The topic threads are also used to automatically segment the
sub-dialogues into episodes. Conversations that are segmented at different levels of
granularity may be useful in the future for modeling structured collaborative interactions
(for example, using quantitative indices, Hidden Markov Modeling [10] and neural
networks [12]). In this way, the IMMEX Collaborative environment supports learners
through the various phases of problem solving, facilitating an extended, in-depth, on-topic
discussion, and providing a coherent view of the argument [11].
The structured interaction model is obtained by segmenting the chat log according
to the flow of conversational contributions and students’ actions. Every proposal segment
ends with an EventType = TestItem (e.g. View Inventory), and may or may not be followed
by a segment in which the students discuss the results of the test. If a discussion phase
begins after a test is ordered, it will continue until another proposal opener (Stems 1
through 6) is used to propose a new test (see Table 2). In other words, discussion and
subsequent proposal episodes always follow events in which students order tests. Special
episodes for review can occur at any point of the chat and are identified from the third
range of stems. The three “quick” buttons (“OK”, “Yes”, and “No”) can be used to indicate
agreement. Their type is inferred from the episodes to which they belong.
We have defined several quantitative indices that could be useful indicators for
understanding the coherency of problem solving in this environment: episodic alignment,
episodic balance and dynamic structure. Episodic alignment measures the linkage of the
proposal/test/discussion segments with regard to each other as they occur repeatedly during
the problem solving event. IMMEX verbal protocols [9] suggest that discussions should
contain linked aligned sequences of proposals, tests and discussion. Episodic balance refers
to the ratio of contributions in the proposal segments to those in the discussion segments of
each episode. Many proposals without consensus may indicate a less effective teamwork.
Dynamic structure is a coarse-grained coherency measure from a problem solving
perspective: more proposals would be expected during the early framing stages of problem
solving, and as the students converge upon a solution, we should see proportionally more
discussion. 4
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Table 2. Proposal segments (grey) begin when someone proposes a new test, and end when the test is ordered

In our analysis we also examine the symmetry of the contributions from the different
individuals in the group [13] assuming that more symmetrical collaboration should include
near equal participation by individuals in the proposal and discussion sessions, near-equal
responsibility of test ordering (as evidenced by mouse sharing), and symmetry across the
framing and closure sections of the problem solving session.
3. Performance Models and Analysis of Collaborative Events
The first experiment involved eight freshman university chemistry students working in
pairs at a distance through the IMMEX collaborative environment. Each group performed
four randomly presented cases of Hazmat, which varied in difficulty. Fifteen problem
solving sessions were logged and analyzed for both the collaboration events (Table 3).
Table 3 lists the average percentages and total numbers (in the boxes) of chat
interactions (proposals, discussion and review), actions (ordered items and background
information) and mouse control (handling rate) for each individual and group. The chat
percentages are to be interpreted referring to the averages of total number of groups’
contributions as the mouse control’s percentages relate to the rates of total ordered and
background’s items selected by each members. Even where the work was not shared (e.g.
low mouse transfer rate), all of the chats included near equal participation of individuals
proposing, discussing and reviewing. Analysis of the values in the table shows the
following:
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• Group 1 selected more tests and spent less time reviewing than the other groups.
• Group 2 chatted the most, and had the greatest percentage of proposals, but ran the fewest
tests. This group was one-sided in that they never passed the mouse, indicating that one
individual may have dominated the problem solving session.
• Group 3 chatted little, but its members shared their workload better than the other
groups.
• Group 4 spent a lot of time reviewing information, and shared problem solving
responsibilities as evidenced by the passing of the mouse
Table 3. Communication, test ordering, and mouse control actions (data averages)

We also studied the coherency of collaborative events using our interaction models.
In general, groups’ conversations were episodically balanced and aligned: the number of
subdialogues (pairs of episodes) was proportional to the number of problem solving events,
reflecting the fact that the members usually make some hypotheses and proposals before
ordering tests or background information, and then they discuss the results obtained. The
data showed that these episodes were paired together. Moreover we found that there is a
strength coherency between the trends of the interactions and the problem solving framing
stages (dynamic structure). As expected, more proposals occur during the early framing
stages of problem solving (88% cases) and, as the students converged upon a solution, there
was proportionally more discussion (69% cases). In 94% of the chat logs, the amount of
discussion increased (from 25% to 64%) in the second half of the performances, as the
proposal rates decreased. The interaction analysis gives us some information about the
students’ interaction, but it does not tell us much about the effectiveness of the group
learning, and how the interaction models match with more or less efficient problem solving
approaches.
To follow students’ performance and progress, we have automated layered analytic
models of how strategies are constructed, modified and retained as students learn to solve
online problems like Hazmat. These strategies are modeled first by self-organizing artificial
neural network analysis, using the tests that students choose to solve the problems as the
classifying inputs. This generates a 6 x 6 matrix of strategies detailing the qualitative and
quantitative differences among problem solving approaches. In Figure 2 the highlighted
boxes in each neural network map indicate which strategies are most frequently associated
with each state. Then, progress models are developed across sequences of performances
18

(defined by the neural network nodal classifications) by HMMs, which stochastically
describe problem solving progress with regard to different strategic stages in the learning 6
process. These analytic layers operate as background processes and can generate
performance measures in real-time (see [3] for more detail).

Figure 2. The learning trajectories for individuals (A) and groups (B) suggest that once students adopt a
strategy in stable state (1-4-5), they are likely to continue to use them. In contrast, students adopting State 2
and 3 strategies are less likely to persist with those approaches and more likely to adopt other strategies.

An example of student strategy development is shown in Figure 2A, illustrating the
distribution of HMM state usage as students solved 7 different Hazmat cases. On the first
case, when students are framing the problem space, the two most frequent states represent
either a limited number of test selections (State 1), or an extensive number of test selections
(State 3). As students develop experience, they transit through states, as shown by the state
transitions in Figure 2A. Students transit from State 3 (and to some extent State 1), pass
through State 2 and into States 4 and 5. By the fifth performance the distribution of
approaches appears to have stabilized, showing that without intervention, individuals
learning alone generally tend not to switch their strategies, even when their strategies were
ineffective.
Also shown in this figure is a similar learning trajectory for 5452 Hazmat
performances which were collected from students who worked collaboratively in face-toface groups of 2 or 3. Consistent with the literature [6] [10], having students work in
collaborative groups significantly increased their solution frequency. More importantly,
ANN and HMM modeling of these performances showed (Figure 2B) that the collaborative
learners stabilized their strategies more rapidly than individuals, used fewer of the
transitional States 2 and 3 and more State 1 strategies (limited and/or guessing approaches).
This suggests that the group’s interaction helped students see multiple perspectives and
reconcile different viewpoints, events that seem to be associated with the transitional states.
The collaboration may have replaced the explicit need for actions that are required to
overcome impasses, naturally resulting in more efficient problem solving.
Let’s now examine the four groups’ fifteen performances as they learned
collaboratively. First, from Table 4A ,the solve rates on the first and second attempts
combined was 68% (average of columns “1st” and “2nd” combined in Table 4A) which was
very similar to the performance of face-to-face groups and significantly higher than
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individuals (~53%) [3]. Similarly, from Table 4B the progress states obtained by mapping
of the ANN performance nodes of each group performance to the associated states derived
from HMM showed enrichment for States 1 and 4, much like face-to-face group
performances (refer to Figure 2B). A surprising finding was that most of the groups
stabilized their approaches quite quickly as evidenced by the use of consistent strategies
from case to case, even when the cases were of different difficulties and whether they 7
solved the case or not (see Table 4B). However, it appeared that the collaborative interface
was flexible and allowed the groups to solve the cases in multiple ways. Group 4 was the
only one that changed its stabilized strategy passing from State 5 (the more effective, see
solve rates in Table 4A) to State 3 (the less effective). This is not surprising because this
case, Iron III Nitrate, is the third most difficult Hazmat case and deserves more attention. It
is interesting that the flexibility shown by this group enabled them to solve this case,
demonstrating that chats and collaboration events are as sensitive to problem difficulty as
they are when individuals perform IMMEX cases.
Table 4A: Solve rates of HMM stases.
Table 4B: Strategy trajectories: solving tries, ANN nodes and progress states

The next step is to document correlations between interaction models and strategic problem
solving approaches. One starting point may be to use the HMM state differences we have
seen between individual and face-to-face groupings. Face-to-face groups use fewer State 2
strategies; collaboration seems to help these students transit through this state faster. In the
data presented here, Group 3 stabilized with State 2 strategies, and this was also revealed in
the nature of the interaction. The analysis in Table 3 shows that they had fewer discussions,
fewer interaction overall, and no mouse sharing. While this could happen because of an
incorrect use of the tool or because of the tool itself, this group also had the lowest solution
frequency and ordered the fewest number of tests suggesting a lower quality problem
solving and collaboration experience overall.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of these studies was to begin validating the usefulness of a synchronous,
symmetrical approach for relating the dynamics of online collaboration with the
effectiveness / efficiency of concurrent problem solving. The preliminary results are
encouraging in that the solution frequency, time on task, and interaction statistics were
similar to what is observed in face-to-face collaboration, suggesting that the interface
neither significantly changed the nature of interaction and problem solving in this
environment, nor interfered with the overall problem solving. At the strategic level, this
was further supported by greater than expected usage of HMM States 1 and 4 by the
groups, also mirroring that found with face-to-face collaboration in Hazmat.
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Perhaps the most unexpected finding was that most groups rapidly develop a rapport
that resulted in the negation of a strategy that was repeatedly used across previous tasks. To
our knowledge this is not a well documented phenomenon although, given our results with
individuals, perhaps not overly surprising . Analysis of a second chemistry problem set
with 19 groups is providing similar results. The most disappointing aspect of these studies
is that while the chat sessions were episodically aligned and balanced, the students did not
always use the tabs and sentence stems as designed and intended, and instead often used the
free-text box. While manual coding by a series of raters was possible for this small
performance sample, future scale-up and automation efforts will require student training on
the use of these features (perhaps in the context of formal instruction on problem-solving
and critical thinking) and/or restriction of the free-form text interface.
While these results are based on only a limited number of groups and performances
they suggest an approach around which to integrate the prior strategic models with models
of the collaborative interaction. To establish a mapping between the nature of the
collaborative event and the strategic problem solving approaches and validate other
emerging hypotheses, we plan to continue gathering data and running dynamic analyses so
that we might better understand how students’ strategies might be improved through
strategic collaborative learning situations.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce the objectives of the TagHelper project, which is an
applied research project exploring the application of text classification technology to
support corpus coding for behavioral research, including collaborative learning research.
We present an overview of this problem and introduce some of our work in this area.
Despite the availability of text classification technology that would be usable for this
purpose from the Computational Linguistics community, none of the tools that are
commonly used in the CSCL community and other behavioral research communities make
use of it to support coding. We discuss a series of corpus based experiments where we
explored alternative approaches to automating a multi-dimensional process analysis for
characterizing collaborative learning interactions. Our results show great promise that text
classification technology can have a tremendous impact on the cost of data analysis within
this community. We discuss our work in the context of other work on multi-class text
classification for highly skewed data sets.

1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce the objectives of the TagHelper project, an applied research
project exploring the application of text classification technology to support corpus coding
for behavioral research. A wide range of behavioral researchers including social scientists,
psychologists, learning scientists, and education researchers collect, code, and analyze large
quantities of corpus data as an important part of their research. For example, corpus
analysis is important in educational research related to human tutoring and collaborative
learning. Within this sphere, research in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning often
depends upon quantitative process analyses through multi-dimensional coding schemes
such as those described in (Weinberger, 2003). Other behavioral researchers, such as social
psychologists studying communication in Computer Supported Cooperative Work settings,
painstakingly code by hand and analyze large quantities of natural language corpus data to
explore how alternative forms of computer-mediated communication affect patterns of
interaction. The goal of our research is to develop technology to address concerns specific
to classifying spans of text using coding schemes developed for behavioral research. The
goal is to reduce the cost of research involving time intensive corpus analyses as well as
potentially increasing the quality of that work.
The corpus coding process can be supported by making automatic predictions about which
codes should be assigned to spans of text. Automatic text classification technology for
supporting analysis of corpus data shows great potential benefit to CSCL and CSCW
researchers and practitioners. Applying a categorical coding scheme can be thought of as a
text classification problem where a computer decides which code to assign to a text based
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on a model built from examining “training examples” that were coded by hand. When the
technology is able to make these judgments with an acceptable level of reliability and
validity, no human intervention is required, and there is a 100% savings of human effort.
Furthermore, making the judgments in an automatic way ensures total consistency of
coding in a way that is not possible with human coding.
For types of judgments where the technology is not able to perform at a reliable enough
level, the predictions can be checked and corrected by a human. In our previous work we
have developed a coding interface that displays predictions and allows an analyst to quickly
make necessary corrections through a simple menu selection (Gweon et al., submitted).
This stands in contrast to typical coding support provided to analysts. Despite the
availability of text classification technology that would be usable for this purpose from the
Computational Linguistics community, none of the tools that are commonly used in the
CSCL community and other behavioral research communities make use of it to support
coding. For example, specialized software for supporting text, audio, and video data
analysis such as HyperResearch, MacShapa, and Nvivo offer well designed interfaces for
hand annotation and cataloguing of codes. Yet, none of them go as far as to support
automatic assignment of codes. Similarly, database programs in common use for
cataloguing categorized data, such as Excel or MS Access, also do not have automatic or
even semi-automatic coding of textual data. Not even more flexible, free form databases,
such as AskSam, support this either. In this paper, we investigate the possibility of
incorporating automatic classification of text into data analysis applications widely used in
CSCL research and practice.
Our evaluation of our prediction support interface demonstrates that even with a modest
level of prediction accuracy (anything above 50%), analysts save time by using the
interface that displays predictions that can be corrected than using an otherwise equivalent
interface that does not display predictions (Gweon et al., submitted). Furthermore, even
with a modest 50% prediction accuracy, on average coders using the interface produce
results that agree better with each other and with a gold standard set of codes. Nevertheless,
our goal is to develop technology to achieve the highest accuracy possible with the types of
coding schemes that are important for behavioral research, including collaborative learning
research. And our ultimate goal is to strive for total automation rather than requiring a
human to check and correct the assigned codes.
In this paper we discuss a series of corpus based experiments where we explored alternative
approaches to automating a multi-dimensional process analysis for characterizing
collaborative learning interactions. Our results show great promise that text classification
technology can have a tremendous impact on the cost of data analysis within this
community.
2. Motivation and Research Context
Research in CSCL often depends upon quantitative process analysis through multidimensional coding schemes such as those described in (Fischer et al., 2002). Often only
detailed process analyses reveal plausible interpretations of the effects of technological
variations in computer supported collaboration environments (Weinberger, 2003). Thus, we
begin by contextualizing our technological explorations within a high profile CSCL project
(Weinberger, 2003).
The purpose of the multi-dimensionsal coding scheme from (Weinberger, 2003) is to
model the process of argumentative knowledge construction. Argumentative knowledge
construction is based on the perspective of cognitive elaboration, the idea that learners
acquire knowledge through argumentation with one or more learning partners. Computersupported collaboration scripts apply on specific dimensions of argumentative knowledge
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construction, e.g., a script for argument construction could support learners to ground and
warrant their claims or a social cooperation script can support productive conflict resolution
strategies (Weinberger, 2003). The complete process analysis from a series of studies in
which these and other types of scripts were varied experimentally comprises about 200
discussions of about 600 participants with altogether more than 12,000 coded text
segments. Students in all experimental conditions had to work together in applying
theoretical concepts to three case problems and jointly prepare an analysis for each case by
communicating via web-based discussion boards. They were asked to discuss the three
cases against the background of attribution theory and to jointly compose at least one final
analysis for each case, i.e. they usually drafted initial analyses, discussed them, and wrote a
final analysis. The discussion boards provided a main page with an overview of all message
headers, which were graphically represented in a discussion thread structure. Learners
could read the full text of all messages, reply to the messages, or compose and post new
messages. All of the messages that comprised the interactions between students were
recorded and analyzed using the multi-dimensional coding scheme. Three groups of about
six coders each were trained to apply the coding scheme to the corpus data. Between the
training and the coding itself, one quarter of the total duration of the research project was
used for the coding of collaborative processes.
Very little work has been done on automating this type of corpus analysis. Soller &
Lesgold (2000) and Goodman et al. (to appear) present work on automatically modeling the
process of collaborative learning by detecting sequences of speech acts that indicate either
success or failure in the collaborative process. What is different about our approach is that
we start with the raw text and detect features within the text itself that are indicative of
different local aspects of the collaboration. Thus, rather than presenting a competing
approach, we present an approach that is complementary.
3. Corpus and Coding Scheme
Many sentence classification tasks have been addressed successfully by a range of text
classification approaches. For example, classifying spoken utterances into dialogue acts or
speech acts has been a common way of characterizing utterance function since the 1960s,
and many automatic approaches to this type of analysis have been developed (Serafin & Di
Eugenio, 2004). Other applications of sentence classification technology include
identifying rhetorical relations in legal documentation (Hachey & Grover, 2005) or
distinguishing subjective versus objective statements (Wiebe & Riloff, 2005). Recent
approaches focus on the problem of assigning sentences to classes that represent an idea
that might occur within an essay (Rosé et al., 2003).
While these alternative problems vary from one another in terms of the primary type of
linguistic distinction that separates the alternative classes, what these problems share is that
all of the classes for a single problem are distinguished from one another by a common type
of linguistic distinction. For example, in (Rosé et al., 2003), classes are distinguished by
propositional content whereas in (Hachey & Grover, 2005), the classes are distinguished by
rhetorical function. The advantage of this commonality is that cues that are specific to the
type of linguistic distinction can be identified through careful corpus analysis and exploited
by the classification algorithms. For example, in (Rosé et al., 2003), features from a deep
syntactic functional analysis of the sentence were used in order to accommodate the causal
nature of the propositional content. In (Hachey & Grover, 2005) sentence placement
information was used as a cue for rhetorical function.
Argumentative knowledge construction must be evaluated on multiple process
dimensions (Weinberger, 2003). The coding scheme we use in our experiments has 7
dimensions (See Figure 1). These dimensions are derived from different theoretical
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approaches and focus on different conceptualizations of argumentative knowledge
construction. The main concepts are (1) epistemic activity, formal quality of argumentation,
(2) microlevel argumentation, (3) macrolevel argumentation, and (4) social modes of
interaction, (5) reaction to a previous contribution. In accordance with the theoretical
approach, the number of categories differs between dimensions from 2 (e.g., quoted) to 35
(e.g., epistemic). For experimental reasons, there is also a (6) dimension on which student
responses to script prompts are coded for appropriateness and a (7) quoted dimension,
which distinguishes between new contributions and quoted contributions. In our text
classification experiments, the Epistemic and Social dimensions were the most difficult
with which to achieve acceptable performance, thus we examine these dimensions in
greater depth in the next sections. Each sentence receives a classification on each of the
seven dimensions, each of which represents a different aspect of that sentence’s role in the
collaborative discourse.
Dimension

Description

Number
of Classes

Epistemic (EPI)

How learners work on the learning task, e.g., what
content they are referring to or applying

35

Micro (ATOL)

How an individual argument consists of a claim which
can be supported by a ground with warrant and/or
specified by a qualifier

4

Macro (ALEI)

How argumentation sequences are examined with
respect to how learners connect single arguments and
create an argumentation pattern together

6

To what degree or in what ways learners refer to the
contributions of their learning partners

21

Social Modes
(SOC)
Reaction (REA)

Coarser grained version of SOC

3

Appropriatenes
s (PRO)

How learners make use of prompts, i.e., whether
learners could use the prompts in the intended manner,
e.g. write an argument when they are asked to write a
counterargument

4

Quoted (QUO)

Distinguishes between new contributions and quoted
contributions

2

Figure 1 This table describes the 7 dimensions that are part of the coding scheme used in
the text classification experiments reported in this paper. Notice that the dimensions vary
both in terms of the type of knowledge that is brought to bear in making a judgment as well
as the number of alternative categories that may be assigned on each dimension.
3.1 High Level Overview of Coding Scheme
When it comes to annotating corpus data for behavioral research, the coding schemes
developed for it are different from those typically used in automatic sentence classification
tasks within the computational linguistics community. Coding schemes used in behavioral
research tend to be motivated by top-down, theoretical concerns (typically socially or
cognitively motivated categories) related to the experiments providing the context for the
data collection, whereas sentence classification research related to computational linguistics
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concerns, such as dialogue act tagging, is motivated by bottom-up, linguistically motivated
observations from the collected corpus. Thus, while alternative classes within behavioral
coding schemes may all be ontologically similar on a theoretical level, the types of
linguistic distinctions that distinguish one class from another might vary widely between
pairs of classes.
Another characteristic of many coding schemes that are motivated top-down by
theoretical concerns is that they tend to be very highly skewed, containing many
infrequently occurring but nevertheless important classes. Hence, automatic classification
approaches often achieve high percent agreements (i.e., in the high 90s) and low or even
negative kappa values (as a measure of reliability of coding). Thus, addressing concerns
related to text classification performance on highly skewed data sets is an important part of
our research agenda.
In the remainder of this section we discuss challenges specifically related to aspects of
the coding scheme that we worked with for the experiments we present in our evaluation
below. As mentioned, we found that the Epistemic and Social dimensions of the
Weinberger coding scheme were the most challenging.
3.2 The Epistemic Dimension
On the epistemic dimension, argumentative knowledge construction processes are
analyzed with respect to questions of how learners work on the learning task, e.g., what
content they are referring to or applying. As part of the analysis on this dimension, each
text span was assigned one of 35 separate categories, each of which indicated something
about the content communicated. 18 of these categories occurred very infrequently in the
corpus, where by infrequent we mean having 10 or fewer instances in the corpus. One
important distinction on the epistemic process dimension is to what extent learners stay on
topic or digress off task. In order to solve a problem, learners may need to talk about parts
of the case study, concepts from the theory, and connections between these two sets of
ideas. With an exploration of the case study itself, learners are to acquire an understanding
of the problem they are supposed to work on. As they relate parts of the case study to the
theory, they demonstrate their understanding of the theory. Learners connect individual
theoretical concepts or distinguish them from another. 30 of the classes in the Epistemic
dimension represented specific content connecting evidence from case studies with
concepts from the theory students were applying to their analysis. Thus, the problem of
distinguishing between these categories takes on a topic detection flavor similar to that
presented in (Rosé et al., 2003). However, the remaining categories were very differently
construed. For example, one category was for off-topic conversation, and another was for
arguments that make use of reasoning not specifically related to the theory. These classes
were defined by what they were not rather than what they were and did not refer to a
specific topic or idea. From a linguistic standpoint, these categories are quite different from
the other 30. Nevertheless, ontologically they all belong on the epistemic dimension.
3.3 The Social Dimension
The social modes dimension indicates to what degree or in what ways learners refer to
the contributions of their learning partners. In this dimension there are 21 separate
categories, seven of which have 10 or fewer instances in the corpus. Learners may explicate
their knowledge, e.g., by contributing a new analysis of a problem case. Externalizations
are discourse moves that do neither refer to preceding contributions of peers nor aim to
elicit information from the learning partners. Learners may use the learning partner as
resource and seek information (elicitation) in discourse from the learning partners in order
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to solve a problem case. Learners need to build at least a minimum consensus regarding the
learning task in a process of negotiation in order to improve collaboration. There are
different styles of reaching consensus, however. Quick consensus building means that
learners accept the contributions of their learning partners not in terms of taking over his or
her perspective, but in order to be able to continue discourse.
Recent approaches towards collaborative learning stress that collaborative learners may
eventually establish and maintain shared conceptions of a subject matter (integrationoriented consensus building). Learners approximate and integrate each others perspective,
synthesize their ideas and jointly try to make sense of a task. Conflict-oriented consensus
building has been considered an important component in the socio-cognitive perspective
upon collaborative learning.
4. Evaluation
Coding schemes developed for behavioral research tend to be multi-class coding
schemes, sometimes with multiple dimensions with multiple classes on each, similar to that
used in our experiments reported in this paper. We consider a multi-class classification
problem to be one where a training set consists of data points, each of which is assigned to
one of k different classes. The goal is to predict the correct class label for a given new data
point. There are two separate, and yet related general schemes for multi-class classification:
one-against-all approaches and pairwise approaches. In both cases, the multi-class problem
is broken down into multiple binary classification problems, and the solutions are then
combined. What distinguish the two is how the problem is divided into sub-problems, and
how these sub-solutions are combined later. The two new approaches that we evaluate in
this section are variations on the on-against-all approach.
We used as a test-bed the Minorthird text-learning toolkit (Cohen et al, 2004), which
contains a large collection of configurable machine learning algorithms that can be applied
to text classification tasks, as a framework in which to conduct our research. Because
Minorthird includes a wide range of text classification algorithms that all operate over text
coded in the same format, it is a convenient test environment for experimentation. We
measure our success in terms of agreement with the hand-coded gold standard corpus in
terms of the Kappa statistic since it is accepted by our target user population (i.e.,
behavioral researchers) as a standard for coding reliability.
We compared a wide range of basic classifiers in order to establish a baseline with which
to compare the performance of our new techniques. We selected baseline classifiers known
to perform well with highly skewed data sets (Yang & Liu, 1999). It’s not necessary for the
reader to understand the technical details of what distinguishes these different baseline
classification algorithms. Specifically, we tested the K-NN method proposed by Yang and
Chute (1994) and Voted Perceptron (Freund & Schapire, 1998) using a One-versus-All
strategy (Fuerncratz, 2002; Allwein et al., 2000), in which a separate binary classifier is
learned for each category, and the final prediction is made by picking the most confidentlypredicted class. The class of a test item is based on a weighted vote of the 30 closest
neighbors in this space. An advantage of this learning method is that it can efficiently
handle many classes. We tested this approach using 10-fold cross-validation, which is a
standard practice in machine learning research that allows us to use our data efficiently,
while keeping separate what is used for training and what is used for testing. We went
through this process separately for each of the 7 dimensions. The results are presented in
Figure 2. The K-NN classifier only achieved an acceptable level of agreement with the gold
standard in the case of REA, achieving a Kappa of .81. Note that the voted perceptron using
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a one-versus-all strategy achieved an acceptable level of agreement with the gold standard
on 4 out of the 7 dimensions.
Next we evaluated two techniques alone and in combination for improving the
performance of the standard voted perceptron algorithm. The first new approach is what we
call Confidence Restricted Cascaded Binary Classifiers (CR-CBC), which operate within
single dimensions and yield acceptable kappa measures (.7 or above) over 1 of the
remaining 3 dimensions in our coding scheme. 88% of the sentences or more are assigned a
code within each dimension based on a confidence rating. Furthermore, it achieves a
boarderline acceptability in an additional dimension (kappa of .68) over 50% of the
sentences, selected according to a confidence rating. In combination with the first approach,
the second technique, which we refer to as Cross-Dimensional Constraint Classifiers (CDCC), achieves an acceptable level of agreement (kappa of .7) over 80% of the sentences the
final remaining dimension and maintains a near acceptable kappa (kappa of .69) over 67%
of the sentences along an additional dimension. We measure our success in terms of the
Kappa statistic since it is the accepted standard measure for coding reliability among
behavioral researchers.
We evaluated the performance of our first proposed approach, namely Confidence
Restricted Cascaded Binary Classifiers (CR-CBC). For each dimension, we trained a oneversus-all classifier for each class and then rank ordered the binary classifiers for the
categories within each dimension according to their accuracy (in terms of kappa) over a
validation set. We then applied them in rank order to the test set, selecting as an assigned
code the first binary classifier that indicated a positive match for an example text. We
compared our results with the baseline performance using the nonbinary version of voted
perceptron algorithm, which is known to perform well with highly skewed data sets (Yang
& Liu, 1999). See Figure 2 below.
In all cases except SOC, EPI and ALEI our approach achieved a substantially higher
accuracy than the baseline technique in terms of kappa statistic. In fact, our data has
multiple interrelated dimensions along which classifications must be made. Thus,
correlations between classes might be used to improve predictions for these challenging
dimensions. Based on this hypothesis, using a form of cross-training (Sarawagi et al., 2003)
we add the predicted labels (obtained from cascaded binary classification (CR-CBC) by
means of cross validation) as features into our training and testing corpus, and then built
and evaluated the new classifiers on them. We will call this technique Cascaded Binary
Cross-dimensional Classification (CB-CDC). We used a two level form of cross-validation
evaluation in order to avoid testing on training data. The results are shown in Figure 2
where we achieved a kappa of .72 within 80% of the data receiving non-null classification
for EPI, and a kappa of .69 within 63% of data for SOC and a kappa of .85 within 96% of
data for ALEI. While it was necessary to restrict the portion of the corpus that we
committed a code two on two dimensions in order to achieve an acceptable level of
reliability for the coding that we did, this would still result in a very substantial savings of
coder time. First, coders would only have to be trained on 2 out of 7 dimensions, which
would be a savings of 71% of training time. Furtheremore, only 20% of one dimension and
37% of another dimension would need to be checked and corrected. Thus, at least 83% of
coding effort could be saved.
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Dimensi
on

NonBinary
kNN

NonBinary
VotedPerc

CR-CBC

CDCC

CR-CBC
+
CD-CC

EPI

.51

.55

.49/.53
(43%)

.63
(80%)

.72 (80%)

ATOL

.54

.6

.76/.83
(92%)

n/a

ALEI

.54

.7

.67/.7
(88%)

n/a

SOC

.35

.5

.55/.68
(50%)

.59
(80%)

REA

.81

.84

n/a

n/a

n/a

QUOTE

.63

.91

.98

n/a

n/a

PRO

0

.7

.73

n/a

n/a

n/a
.83/.85
(96%)
.69 (63%)

Figure 2 Summary of results on experiments in terms of agreement with gold standard,
measured with kappa. Numbers in parentheses indicate percentage of sentences in corpus
that received a non-null classification. n/a indicates that we did not yet evaluate the
associated approach on the associated dimension.
5. Conclusions and Current Directions
In this paper we describe the goals and early work of the TagHelper project, an applied
research project in which we explore the application of automatic text classification
technology to supporting the analysis of corpus data. Our early results show great promise
that such technology could be used to substantially reduce the cost of behavioral research
involving corpus analysis.
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Abstract. This qualitative and quantitative study intended to define and explore the
characteristics of asynchronous online mathematics help environments and look for some
evidence that they provide conditions for learning. Data for the study were collected from
online contributions on three purposely selected, public mathematics help sites; written
reflections of expert tutors; and interviews with them. The study looked into the tutorial
discourse with the intent to characterize communicative goals, form, cognitive level,
hedging and degree of specification of students’ questions in mathematics online help; and
to distinguish what and how tutors in mathematics online help teach, do they hedge, and
how helpful are their answers. The study showed that users of this service have specific
goals; that peer tutors and expert tutors teach differently; and that carefully designed
discursive environment provides conditions for learning mathematics.

Introduction
The analysis of online help opens avenues for deeper investigation of online tutorial
discourse and the educational gains it offers. The objective of this study was to analyze
public mathematics online help environments with text-based, asynchronous
communication, and open access to archived questions and answers. The reasons for
focusing on such sites were: (a) Anonymity provides conditions for honest communication
that is free of stereotyping; (b) bulletin board system provides the fast and cheap access; (c)
asynchronous communication enables reflection, vicarious learning, and more time for a
tutor to respond; and (d) public sites (with free access) are more likely to attract a diverse
population of visitors.
2. Research Question and Methods
The main research question for the present study was: What are the characteristics of
asynchronous online mathematics help environments and do they provide conditions for
learning? Following Strauss and Corbin [23] recommendation to apply qualitative methods
for exploring a little known phenomenon, gaining new perspectives on known phenomena,
or gaining more in-depth information that may be difficult to express quantitatively, the
mixture of qualitative and quantitative research methods were used here. More quantitative
approach was used to analyze random samples of 200 threads from each of the three
purposely selected Web sites, where: Site A offered both expert and peer tutoring; site B
only peer, and; site C only expert tutoring. In particular, on site A there was only one expert
tutor who also monitored correspondence between peers, while archives on site C contained
only questions recommended by the tutors. More qualitative approach was applied on
interviews with five expert tutors from two expert tutoring sites and tutoring logs obtained
from four of the tutors. Analysis of the messages posted on these Web sites was based on
the taxonomies of tutorial discourse developed by the researchers in Intelligent Tutoring
Systems: Graesser, Person and Huber [9]; Brandle and Evens [1]; Shah et al. [22]; and
refinements of some specific categories used in Hume et al. [11] and Kim [14]. Categories
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that were relevant for the present research problem were selected, further extended to fit the
data, and some new were added. The site with both expert and peer tutoring was initially
used in order to exercise the methodology of the research, finalize the Taxonomy of Online
Tutorial Discourse [16], achieve the reliability of coding done by two independent coders,
and to establish the comparisons between sites. Chi’s Verbal Data Analysis [2] was applied
in order to quantify qualitative data collected from the Web sites. In the quantitative part of
the study, online communication was segmented after reviewing the whole question
(answer) and eliminating non-content verbalizations, where the segments were groups of
sentences and/or concepts directly related to the cognitive level, communicative goal,
delivery mode, hedging, acknowledgement, and degree of specification. Each code
contained the statement number (the order in the sample), the category (categories), and the
level on ordinal scale (if applicable) measured by the researcher and one independent rater.
Most of the measures used here were the relative frequencies of the observed contextual
values and the chi-square measure of the dependency between variables. While the
observation of communication on three Web sites provided uncontrolled data, the rest of
the data were collected through contacts with those who have the most hands-on experience
with mathematics online help – online tutors. Interviews with five expert tutors and 20 logs
from four of them were used in the qualitative part of the study. Such process of data and
method triangulation provided for a fuller understanding of mathematics online help.
3. General Results
Being based on asynchronous computer-mediated communication (CMC), mathematics
online help shares its benefits and its problems. For example, Davie and Inskip [5] reported
that CMC suffers from being text-based, missing visual clues, temporal delay in
communication and taking too long for the exchange to finish. Although asynchronous
online communication is much less efficient than face-toface communication, analysis of
the time it took for the first tutor to respond showed that, in the majority of cases, tutors
reacted quickly. The first response was usually given the same day the question was posted,
or the day after. On the peer tutoring site B, 75% (149, n = 200) of the first messages in a
thread were answered the same day and 23% (45) were answered the next day; while on the
expert tutoring site C, 60% (119, n = 200) of the first messages in a thread received a
response the same day and 29% (58) the next day. Also, in most threads it took one to two
days for communication to finish. Specifically, exchange among peers lasted on average
shorter than one with expert tutors (1.73 days on site B, compared to 2.22 days on site C).
Almost half (96, 48%, n = 200) of the threads on the peer tutoring site contained more than
one answer and more than one question, while on the expert tutoring site there were less
than one-third of such (56, 28%, n = 200). Therefore, the transactional distance as
psychological space between the learner and the teacher [13] was smaller on the peer
tutoring site B. Also, a sense of community was stronger on this site which was obvious
through greetings like: “Hi All,” “Greetings All”; through inquiries like: “Can somebody
help?” and “Anybody, please?” and through more informal speech where there were much
more social topics than on the expert tutoring site. The first person pronouns (i.e. “I” and
“we”), which “indicate the author’s personal involvement with the activity portrayed in the
text” [17, p. 5] were almost four times more frequent in expert than in peer tutors’ answers
(5.56 on site C vs. 1.42 per answer on site B). Experts used “we” much more often than
peers (3.09 vs. 0.45 per answer), which probably suggests that they were speaking with the
authority of the mathematical community [17]. Both experts and peer tutors used the
second person pronoun more frequently than any first person pronoun, which “may indicate
a claim to relatively close relationship between author and reader or between reader and
subject matter” [17, p. 6].
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3.1 Online Medium for Providing Help
Users of mathematics online help sites need to know how to use a browser and how to
search a Web site. All three analyzed Web sites provided mathematics help in the form of a
bulletin board with options to search through the archives or post a new question. The sites
also had some additional resources that visitors could access by selecting a hyperlink.
Although these features seem easy to use, there were students who could access the bulletin
board, but did not know how to post a question. It was obvious that recommendations given
by Tolhurst [24] and Reushle [20] regarding the design of hypermedia resources were not
fully met, since some students were left to discover the features of the sites without enough
guidance for them as novices. For example, one student posted this message as part of the
existing thread: “can anyone help me [sic] is anyone even out there [sic] i [sic] don’t really
know how to use this program” (site A). On sites A and B, some students posted questions
as answers because it was not clear to them how to start a new thread. All three online help
sites were of the exploratory type [12], designed so that users can explore and find their
own way around. A user needed to know what to look for in order to find it, which can be a
disadvantage when the user does not know the exact name of the mathematical discipline,
or which terms to use as search words. Either because visitors were left unguided; or some
were not interested enough to explore; or some could not make the transition between the
information provided in the resources and their questions, there were a lot of similar
questions asked on each of three online help sites (as evidenced from the archived questions
on sites A and B, and interviews with expert tutors from site C).
3.2 Online Help as Environment for Communicating Mathematics
The difficulty to effectively communicate mathematics online was both pointed out by the
tutors in their interviews and observed in communication on all Web sites. Text-based
communication has little means for presenting graphs, diagrams, and tables. Both tutors and
students suffered from an inability to use proper mathematical symbols and sometimes had
to put in extra effort to use text editing capabilities for visual presentations. One of the
tutors explained how an otherwise simple task becomes tedious and long in an online
environment: It’s very difficult to explain mathematical ideas without actually drawing
them and because it is only using the characters on the keyboard, it’s also very hard to
show, for example long division. Trying to show long division to somebody by pressing the
keys on the keyboard is a little challenging. It also takes about four times the amount of
space as if you did it with a piece of paper and pencil in front of you. (Beth, interview) This
was certainly one of the reasons that some posted questions (5%, n = 251, Mixed site A;
3%, n = 249, Peer site B) were incomplete or unclear (Fragments). Expert site C did not
contain Fragments, probably because tutors there chose which questions to archive.
3.3 Mathematics Language and Social Dimensions on Online Help Sites
Many factors in face-to-face communication that can cause passivity in students [8, 28] do not
exist in an online help environment. Partial anonymity and taking charge of their own learning
[21] provide a secure setting for the students. However, evidence from the Web sites (see Table
1) shows that many students still do not engage in a fruitful mathematics communication, but
provide telegraphic messages without any context. As a result, almost every tenth (9%)
question on the expert tutoring site was Implicit (consisting just of a text of mathematical
problem) and almost every third (31%) was a Low Specification question (not helpful enough
for the tutor), while these percentages were even higher on the other two sites.
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Table 1. Percentages of Implicit and Low Specification Questions on Sites A-C

Peer tutors too, on both sites A and B, could have been more helpful in one quarter to onethird of their answers respectively (see Table 2). Experts on site C were most helpful as less
than one-tenth of their answers were Low Specification, thus providing information without
any explanation, rationale, or example, which may be difficult for students to follow.
Table 2. Percentages of Low Specification Answers on Sites A-C

As noted by English and Yazdani [6], students can feel lost in the absence of the person of trust.
That was obvious on the peer tutoring site where the following message was posted:
Sorry [tutor] tried that and its [sic] wrong!! (probably because its [sic] e^something^something) Can ne
[sic] one else help??? (Student, site B)

Two related problems were observed here: (a) Answered question might leave the student
unsatisfied, but the thread can be skipped by other tutors who may consider the job to be done,
and (b) answers may be wrong. Since public communication adds to the credibility of provided
assistance [27], answers in online help seem to have communal approval. Many cases when
wrong answers get corrected very quickly can give the false impression that all answers that are
not corrected are accurate, which is not true. Even on the expert tutoring site some answers
were not corrected until a long time (even years) after they were first posted.

3.4 Mathematics Discourse on Mathematics Online Help Sites
Students often do not see mathematics as a subject where discussion is welcome [18]. In school
they get used to a common practice of “path-following” [15] and trying to reproduce [4] the
“right way” of solving the problem. This was addressed by the expert tutors:
I think watching somebody else solve the problem is not a good way at all for doing math, and yet that’s
what students are expecting. (Morgan, interview) [Online students] do not want two pages to go into to
figure what they want to find out, unfortunately…. They kind of want answers right away and that’s not
necessarily helping them. (Beth, interview)

All interviewed tutors followed “we are not doing your homework” policy and used hinting in
their answers. They would provide the necessary guidelines for the students to get them started
and then they would wait to see if students required more help. Hinting is certainly the most
efficient delivery mode for online tutors, since it enables them to answer more questions in the
same amount of time–they do not have to do the mathematics problem themselves and do not
have to bother with typing in long messages. Crossreference of data regarding hinting on Web
sites A-C (see Table 3) shows that experts used hinting more than peer tutors. A relatively low
percentage of hints in expert tutor answers on site A (Mixed Site, ET) probably indicates that
the expert tried to be more elaborate in order to educate not only the students, but the peer
tutors as well.
Table 3. Percentages of Hints in Answers on Sites A-C
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Although researchers [18, 19, 25] point to the value of a debate in mathematics class, there are
cases when learning is most effective when relevant and direct instruction is provided [10, 15].
Especially when learners are novices in the field, direct answers or trails that they can follow
can help them to build their confidence. Also, students who reach a certain mastery level in the
field may require only direct instruction [7]. These results show that even straight answers or
answers with a low level of specification can be useful for some students. However, not
knowing enough about the student or the origin/appropriateness of the question, tutors
sometimes make an extra effort to ensure that their answers are really helpful. They do it by
providing alternative (Multiple) answers. In mathematics online help, alternative answers in
one message make the message longer and for the inexperienced or unmotivated student more
difficult to comprehend. On the other hand, they make communication more efficient, since the
tutor does not have to wait (often in vain) for the student to improve the question but tries to
anticipate possible problems in advance and answers in alternative ways. This shows students
that there exists a variety of optional paths that they can take in solving some problem and
presents mathematics as a discursive subject. As can be seen from Table 4, peer tutors used
Multiple Answers much less than expert tutors.
Table 4. Percentages of Multiple Answers on Sites A-C

A relatively high percentage of expert tutor’s Multiple Answers on Mixed site A can be
explained through the expert tutor’s need to educate and serve as an example to peer tutors. At
the same time, about 41% of threads on the peer site contained more than one answer with
about 30% of answers coming from the second, third, and following tutors. As different tutors
were likely to answer the same question in different ways, the final effect for the students
would be similar as to that on the expert site. Chi [3] cautioned that poor learners think they
understand most of the time when in fact they do not, implying that they do not detect any
conflicts between their understanding and what the text says. Chi further noted that selfrepairing requires the successful detection of comprehension failure, or some conflict between
what the student thinks is going on versus what the text is presenting. Otherwise, when students
do explain examples to themselves, they seem not to be aware of their ignorance, so their
knowledge gaps persist and cause further errors [26]. In the present study, taking the student’s
acknowledgement in the context of the whole message revealed if the student’s feedback was
just general (a “thank you” note) or it also provided some evidence that the student accepted an
answer, understood it (Comprehended) and was able to put it to some use (Fully
Comprehended). A comprehended type of acknowledgement would be: “Thank you for your
reply, you it [sic] explained it so I could understand and I am grateful” (Site A). A Fully
Comprehended type contains more references to the answer, as in: “Thank you. What I had
backwards was the order of composition. I was thinking you had to do F(x) first and plug it into
G(X), not vice versa. Doing G(X), then F(X), set me straight” (Site A). Acknowledgements in
which students expressed satisfaction with an answer and how such answers affected them,
show that the correspondence on the Web sites resulted in actual learning gains for some (see
Table 5). However, the problem is that not too many students engage in a longer
communication with a tutor and rarely do they provide elaborate feedback to the tutor.
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Table 5. Students’ Comprehension across the Sites A-C

While the low percentage of Comprehended questions on the peer tutoring site can be the
consequence of the culture of the site – students simply might not be used to providing
feedback to peer tutors; when one compares the data from all three sites the morelikely cause is
probably somewhere else. Absence of the person of trust [6] may leave thestudents uncertain if
the help was successful and if they really resolved the matter that caused them to ask for help in
the first place.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of this study was to analyze public, text-based, asynchronous, mathematics
online help environments and find if they provide conditions for learning. The present nature of
such communication is that:
(a) It is more complex than faceto- face communication since a simple two-step dialogue
process, becomes a multi-step process in a written form;
(b) It takes patience and skills to write a formula, use mathematical symbols, or sketch a
diagram using only symbols on a keyboard;
(c) The whole exchange may take too long to finish, and in the meantime students can lose
interest or hope and can turn to other topics or resources;
(d) Tutors’ answers have certain credibility in public communication, so errors in tutors’
answers that do not get repaired can cause students to lose trust in this service; and
(e) Not all the questions get answered.
All analyzed sites were of the exploratory nature, thus letting students find their way around,
which evidently not all of them did. Also, students’ poor writing skills emerged as an important
deficiency in the text-based communication, which was obvious from the number of spelling
and grammatical errors; as well as the number of incomplete and unclear questions.
Mathematics online help is more efficient on sites with peer than with expert tutoring, as peer
tutors need less time than experts to respond to a question and to finish communication with a
student. There is a stronger sense of community and a smaller transitional distance among
peers. On the other hand, based on the students’ feedback, the educational gains are more
evident on the sites that involve experts. Overall, peer tutoring sites may be used differently
than expert tutoring sites. If one needs a quick answer to a specific, typical question, peer
tutoring sites are certainly more beneficial. If, one needs advice, reinforcement of ideas, or an
answer to some esoteric question, expert tutoring sites are more useful. Potential benefits to
users of mathematics online help sites are:
1. The sole act of coming up with a question can be the result of self diagnostics in terms of
locating knowledge gaps or contradictions in reasoning.
2. One can learn from answers by adopting the procedure and a “way of thinking.”
3. Since not all visitors ask questions, but they browse (the majority of sites advise their visitors
to try to find the answer to a similar question, before they propose one), this
provides conditions for vicarious learning. Witnessing how others think and communicate
mathematics is an important factor of learning mathematics language, learning how to ask
questions, and how to answer them.
4. Different approaches in answering similar mathematical questions enrich the student’s
process of self-explaining and prove that there is not only one way of solving problems.
5. Sharing anxiety with others provides comfort and ease.
The previous analysis also pointed to some problems with mathematics online help. The
following improvements could be incorporated into this service: (a) More guidelines for the
users (how to use the site, how to start a thread, etc.); (b) Better search options – as a student
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submits the question, the search engine can look for the similar resources on the site and make a
list of suggestions; (c) Option for students to express their satisfaction with the answer – a flag
can alert the tutors that this thread is still open for the discussion; (d) Tools for editing
mathematics text and making drawings; and (e) Syntax analysis of entered mathematics text
can point to errors and omissions, and increase efficiency of communication on the sites. With

the spread and further development of online communication technologies, more students
and tutors will become used to them. If properly used, mathematics online help can assist
students to reflect, self-explain, and build their confidence. It can give them the opportunity
to also provide assistance to others. As such, online help has value as a learner support
feature and should warrant more recognition from institutions at all levels of schooling.
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to analyse learner interaction, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, in the context of a synchronous adaptive communication
tool, named ACT. The quantitative analysis aims to provide information about learners’
contributions to the dialogue and the results are presented in a graphical form. _he
qualitative analysis aims to exploit various attributes regarding learners’ contributions and
investigate their collaboration behavior in terms of collaboration indicators. The analysis
focuses on (i) the cognitive skills that learner develops with respect to the learning
outcomes addressed by the activity, and (ii) the behavior that learner exhibits in
promoting the collaboration by initiating/stimulating and advancing the discussion. The
teacher has the possibility to personalize the analysis process by defining weights to the
attributes analysed denoting this way their importance with respect to the underlying
activity. Indicative cases from the formative evaluation of the ACT tool illustrate and
explain the proposed collaboration indicators

Introduction
Towards the direction of supporting learners during their collaboration, research efforts
attempt to either structure the collaboration or regulate the collaboration or both [3]. In this
context, the automatic analysis of learners’ interaction is at the forefront of research in the
field of Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) and concerns learners’
dialogue if synchronous or asynchronous text-based communication is supported and/or
learners’ actions if shared group workspaces are available. The analysis process includes (i)
data selection regarding learners’ contributions (messages and/or actions) and (ii)
application of processing methods in order to aggregate the selected data and produce one
or more indicators that indicate the ‘quality’ of the individual activity, the ‘quality’ of the
collaboration, and/or the quality of the collaborative product [8].
Barros & Verdejo in their asynchronous newsgroup-style system called DEGREE
[2], use the structured form of the dialogue in terms of asking learners to denote their
contribution type from a predefined set, with respect to the underlying conversational
structure. The system records all the actions performed by the learner and supports both a
quantitative and a qualitative analysis resulting in to output ratings for attributes such as
attitude and promote discussion. The ratings are exploited by an advisor agent offering tips
on improving learners’ interaction. Synergo [1] builds on the Object-oriented Collaboration
Analysis Framework (OCAF) where learner interaction and workspace actions are analysed
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from the shared objects’ point of view. The objects that learners manipulate independently
compile statistics on their use, and contribute to the definition of indicators describing their
owners’ collaboration behavior. The collaboration factor (CF) is proposed, which provides
a degree of collaboration of the group and is graphically displayed on the time axis,
facilitating the analysis of collaboration over a set time period. Padilha et al [9] propose
performance reports based on a set of quantitative (e.g. interaction numbers in chat tool)
and qualitative (e.g. degree of explanations sent) indicators. In the EPSILON system [10],
learners collaboratively solve object-oriented design problems while they communicate
through sentence openers. The system codes learners’ communication and actions and
determines whether or not they effectively share new knowledge and what sort of guidance
might be helpful by applying the Hidden Markov Model technique.
Our research efforts extend previous work in interaction analysis in synchronous
text-based communication tools. More specifically, we attempt (i) to analyse learners’
interaction (i.e. dialogue) with respect to the learning outcomes addressed by the
collaborative activity or the model of collaboration followed, and (ii) to offer teachers the
possibility to personalize the analysis process by defining weights to the attributes analysed
denoting this way their importance with respect to the underlying activity. To this end, in
the context of the ACT (Adaptive Communication Tool) tool, we follow a quantitative and
a qualitative approach aiming to analyse and investigate learner collaboration behavior in
terms of Learner Indicators and group collaboration behavior in terms of Group Indicators.
The work presented in this paper focuses on Learner Indicators.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 1, a brief overview of the
ACT tool is given while in Section 2 we present the modeling of the scaffolding sentence
templates on which the dialogue is based. Section 3 is devoted to the description of learner
indicators illustrating and explaining them through specific case studies. The paper ends
with the main points of our work and our near future plans.
The ACT Tool
ACT (Adaptive Communication Tool) supports the synchronous communication of learners
in groups of up to four persons in the context of a collaborative activity. The activity may
address cognitive skills that are classified to one of the four levels: Comprehension level
(Remember + Understand), Application level (Apply), Checking-Critiquing level (Evaluate)
and Creation level (Analyse + Create) [4]. Moreover, a specific model of collaboration is
followed; the group members may collaborate either having the same duties or undertaking
different roles. In any case, one of the group members plays the role of the moderator,
being responsible for the coordination of the group process (e.g. proceed to the next
question), the summarization of the debate and the submission of the answer.
The automatic analysis of the dialogue is quite difficult, in cases where the free
dialogue is supported. In order to facilitate the tracing of the dialogue states and enable the
automatic interpretation of learners’ interaction [6], the structuring of the dialogue through
sentence openers or communication acts is usually supported. Towards this direction, the
ACT tool follows the structured form of the dialogue, aiming to (i) guide learners towards
the underlying learning outcomes of the activity or the duties and responsibilities implied
by the model of collaboration, and (ii) enable the automatic analysis and interpretation of
learners’ interaction. In ACT, the structured form of the dialogue is supported utilizing both
sentence openers and communication acts. The provided Scaffolding Sentence Templates
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(SST) (i.e. sentence openers and communication acts) are adapted on the basis of (i) the
level of the learning outcomes (i.e. cognitive skills) addressed by the activity, and (ii) the
specific roles that learners undertake in the context of a specific model of collaboration [4].
More specifically, the sentence openers are aligned with the Comprehension, Application
and Checking-Critiquing level of the cognitive skills, while the communication acts are
aligned with the Creation level and the role that each learner undertakes. Also, the
communication acts are used in case learning activities do not explicitly address one out of
the four above mentioned levels of cognitive skills, but they rather aim to enable learners to
discuss/exchange ideas on a specific topic or on the subject/solution of the activity.
All the group members have at their disposal the same set of SST if they collaborate
having the same duties; the moderator of the group has available additional SST compatible
to the additional duties. In case a model of collaboration with roles is followed, the
provided SST are different for the group members supporting their roles appropriately [4].
Besides the predetermined sets of SST, a learner may determine his/her own SST in case
the available ones do not cover his/her needs. The learner’s determined SST are part of
his/her learner model and are available each time s/he uses the ACT tool.

Figure 1. A screenshot of the ACT tool with the “Dialogue Tree” window. The Dialogue Area (DA) presents
the messages in a chronological sent order; the Message Composition Area (MCA) enables learners to select
the desired SST and compose their message; the Message Submission Area (MSA) enables learners to submit
their message to all or to selected members of the group.

During the collaboration, learners can have access to their model as well as to the
group model in order to have an insight to their own contributions and to their collocutors’
contributions in a graphical form. Figures 2 and 3 present the contributions of two groups
respectively; the left (blue) column corresponds to the group’s contributions followed by a
coloured column for each member of the group. This facility acts as a mirroring tool and
supports the regulation process. The messages are grouped according to the message they
are referring to and are visually represented in a tree structure through the “Dialogue Tree”
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window. In particular, ACT supports a facility for the automatic construction and update of
the Dialogue Tree as learners submit their messages. The learners have access to the
Dialogue Tree at any time during the communication. Such a graphical representation of
the dialogue enables learners to trace the sequence of the dialogue more easily, to have a
clear view of the dialogue progress and to receive feedback, in a visual form, about their
contributions (e.g. in the Dialogue Tree presented in Figure 1, following the analysis of the
dialogue, the unanswered messages are notified for each member of the group with a
different colour in correspondence to the colours used in the graphical representation of
their contributions). Therefore, the Dialogue Tree can stimulate learners to reflect on their
dialogue and improve their participation.
2. Modeling Scaffolding Sentence Templates
The predetermined SST as well as learner’s defined SST are categorized to one or more of
the following discourse categories: Proposal (P), Opinion (O), Question (Q), Reasoning
(R), Clarification (C), Agreement (A), Disagreement (D), Inference (I), Motivation (M),
Need (N) and Social Comments (S). The predetermined set of the SST includes:
(i) a subset dedicated to the development/cultivation of cognitive skills aligned with the
addressed learning outcomes,
(ii) a subset facilitating the communication, and
(iii) a subset available only to the moderator of the group.
Each SST is defined as a set of the following attributes:
• SSTT (SST Type): the type of the SST may be either a Sentence Opener or a
Communication Act.
• ST (Skill Type): the type of the skills that the SST mainly concerns, may be either
cognitive, with respect to the activity under consideration, or communication.
• OL (Outcome Level): the outcome level that the SST is aligned with.
• DC (Discourse Category): the discourse category of the SST denoting the intention of
learner’s contribution.
• SR (Supporting Roles): the roles that the SST serves in case the model of collaboration
implies specific roles to the group members with specific duties and responsibilities.
• T (Text): the text forming the SST, which may be composed of one or two parts
depending on the number of arguments.
• FA (Filling Actor): if the SST consists of one or more arguments, then the argument(s)
may be filled either by the learner (in case of text field) or the tool (in case of a reference to
an already sent message) or both.
• UI (User Input): in case that the argument of the SST is a text field, the user input may be
optional or obligatory.
• W (Weight): the degree of the SST denoting the value of the underlying contribution (w_
[0,
100]).
To clarify the above attributes, let’s consider the following examples of SST:
{SO, CS, C, P, null, “I propose”, U, Ob, 100}: The Sentence Opener “I propose” concerns
Cognitive Skills, is aligned with the Comprehension level of learning outcomes, denotes
learner’s intention to contribute to the dialogue through a Proposal, the accompanying text
field has to be filled in by the User and is considered Obligatory, and the weight of the SST
is 100.
{CA, CS, null, A, Assessor-Driver, “Agreement”, SU, Op, 80}: The Communication Act
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“Agreement” concerns Cognitive Skills, denotes learner’s intention to make an Agreement,
is made available to those learners undertaking the role of Assessor in the context of the
“Brainstormer-Assessor” collaboration model or the role of Driver in the context of the
“Driver-Observer” collaboration model, the accompanying arguments include (i) a
reference to an already sent message; the already sent messages are made available by the
System, and (ii) a text field, which has to be filled in by the User and is considered
Optional, and the weight of the SST is 80. In case of learner’s defined SST, the values of
ST and W are inferred from the learner’s defined DC and the correspondence between the
DC, ST and W values as assigned by the teacher. The weights assigned by the teacher
reflect the degree of importance of the provided SST with respect to the learning outcomes
addressed by the activity. This way, the teacher has the possibility to personalize the
analysis process of learners’ interaction. For example, in case the teacher wishes to analyse
and have an evidence of learners’ ability to make proposals and provide explanations or
arguments, s/he may set higher weights to SST belonging to the discourse categories of
Proposal and Reasoning.
3. Collaboration Indicators
The analysis of learners’ interaction follows both a quantitative and a qualitative approach.
The quantitative analysis aims to provide information about learners’ contributions to the
dialogue and the results are presented in a graphical form, as described in Section 1, while
the qualitative analysis aims to exploit various characteristics regarding learners’
contributions and investigate (i) learner collaboration behavior in terms of Learner
Indicators and (ii) group collaboration behavior in terms of Group Indicators. The design of
the analysis process and subsequently of the supported indicators is based on the design
principles of the ACT tool as well as on the literature research [5], [7], regarding the skills
that contribute to a creative and “good” collaboration. In the context of the current work,
we describe the Learner Indicators and elaborate on them through specific empirical data.
3.1 Learner Indicators
As one of the main objectives of the ACT tool is to guide learners towards the development
of cognitive skills in line to the addressed learning outcomes, it is considered necessary to
analyse learners’ contribution in view of this perspective. As stated above, the teacher has
the possibility to assign the desired weights to the provided SST taking into account the
learning outcomes and the discourse category of the SST. In this sense, the Cognitive Skills
Indicator for the ith Learner (CSI(Li)) is defined as the sum of the weights of the SST used
by the learner during the communication (Formula F1). Depending on the weights assigned
to the SST, this indicator denotes the degree that the learner contributes to the dialogue
using SST aligned with the cognitive skills addressed by the learning activity; and
subsequently, the degree of cultivating such skills.

During the collaboration, the learner may exhibit initiatives in promoting the
dialogue/collaboration by (i) making proposals or expressing an opinion and in this way
initiating/stimulating the discussion, (ii) answering to the contributions of other group
members (whether it is required or not) or elaborating further on his/her own contributions
by reasoning for his/her point of view, and (iii) elaborating on a point of view although it is
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not considered necessary. More specifically:
• The Initiating the Discussion Indicator for the ith Learner (IDI(Li)) concerns the first
abovementioned point and it is measured as the sum of all the messages sent, characterized
as proposals or opinions in the total of all the sent messages; Formula (F2) quantifies the
degree of learner’s initiative to stimulate the discussion:

• The Advancing the Discussion Indicator for the ith Learner (ADI(Li)) refers to the second
abovementioned point and reflects learner’s behavior in advancing the discussion taking
into account a number of factors:
o the messages that the learner Li answered and s/he had to do so; that is, a collocutor
expresses an opinion/proposal or a question referring to one of the Li’s previous sent
messages and expects an answer.
o the messages that the learner Li answered although s/he had not to do so; for example, in
case a collocutor disagrees to Li’s contribution or makes an inference and Li attempts to
elaborate further on the collocutor’s contribution by posing a question or expressing his/her
agreement/disagreement, etc.
o the elaborations that the learner Li made on his/her own messages in order to give a
clarification or a justification despite s/he was not asked to do so. For each of the above
factors, a weight is assigned by the teacher denoting the importance of each factor in the
context of the underlying activity.
• The Further Elaboration on a collocutor’s view Indicator for the ith Learner (FEI(Li))
reflects that the learner Li not only acknowledges his/her collocutors’ point of view but also
wants to stress and elaborate further on the point under discussion and therefore promotes
the discussion. The FEI(Li) is measured according to the formula (F3) which shows the
mean number of the messages that learner Li has further elaborated on by filling in the
“optional” text field.

The above three indicators contribute to the quantification of the Promotion of Discussion
Indicator for the ith Learner (PDI(Li)), which shows learner’s collaboration behavior in
participating in a creative discussion. Each one of these indicators is partially contributing
to PDI(Li) with respect to the corresponding weights assigned by the teacher and reflecting
the degree of importance of each one in the context of a specific learning activity. More
specifically, PDI(Li) is measured as in Formula (F4):
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The above defined indicators have a complementary value in interpreting the interaction for
each learner separately and making comparisons between the collocutors’ contributions.
They are estimated on the fly revealing the evolution of the cultivation of the desired skills
and of learners’ collaboration behavior in the context of the activity.
3.2 A Case Study
In the context of the formative evaluation of the ACT tool [4], an analysis of the learners’
dialogues was carried out, in terms of the above defined learner indicators. In the following,
we elaborate on two indicative cases in order to illustrate and explain the indicators. Figures
2 and 3 present raw data of two groups’ contributions, aggregated for each learner
separately as well as for the whole group, with respect to the corresponding discourse
categories. Group G1 consists of two learners (usernames: tsourak and kourt, moderator:
tsourak) while group G2 consists of three learners (usernames: kostop, bebelog and
spanoud, moderator bebelog). The collaborative learning activity under consideration
addressed learning outcomes of the Comprehension level, asking learners to identify as true
or false five statements related to the subject matter of “Distance Education” and justify
their answers. In this context, the teacher assigned high weights to the discourse categories
of Proposal and Opinion, following the categories of Question, Reasoning and Clarification
and afterwards the categories of Agreement and Disagreement. Low weights were given to
the discourse categories of Inference, Motivation, Need and Social Comments.
As far as group G1 is concerned, in an attempt to interpret the learner indicators, as
these are depicted in Table 1, we notice the following:
• The value of CSI indicator is greater for learner kourt than learner tsourak, meaning that
learner kourt developed at a greater degree those skills addressed by the collaborative
learning activity. This seems to be true as learner kourt made more proposals and opinions
than learner tsourak (4 and 3 respectively), more agreements (3 and 2 respectively) and
gave more reasons (2 and 1 respectively) (Figure 2).
• The above point is consistent with the value of IDI indicator, which denotes the mean
number of the proposals and opinions made by a specific learner (for learner kourt, IDI
indicator has greater value than for learner tsourak).
• Both learners seem to have equally attempted to advance the discussion by elaborating
and contributing to their collocutor’s point of view (the corresponding values of ADI
indicator are very close). Having a close look at their dialogue, we observed that learner
tsourak answered to more collocutor’s messages than learner kourt (3 out of 5 and 2 out 4
respectively) while learner kourt elaborated further on one of his proposals although he had
not to do so.
• Learner tsourak reasoned for his agreements (value of FEI is 0,5; 1 out of 2) while learner
kourt didn’t justify his agreements at all (value of FEI is 0; 0 out of 3).
• Both learners contributed to a creative and productive collaboration as it results from the
PDI indicator. The difference of the corresponding values is due to the difference in the
values of ADI and FEI indicators.
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As far as group G2 is concerned, we can reach to analogous conclusions in accordance to
group G1. However, in the case of group G2, it is worthwhile noting the value of the
indicator ADI with respect to the contributions of each member. Although, each member of
the group G2 has exhibited skills in making proposals and expressing opinions (the value of
IDI is quite high for all members), they seemed to be reluctant to negotiate, questioning
their collocutors and reach an agreement after a creative debate (the values of ADI are very
low). Examining their dialogue, we observed that they could not agree on what answer to
give to a specific question, and each one of them attempted to propose a solution without
elaborating on his/her collocutor’s point of view. In general, we can say, that all of them
tended to express their opinion by making a new proposal instead of making an agreement
to a collocutor’s opinion even though they agreed with him/her.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we present an approach to analysing learner interaction in the ACT tool, both
quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative analysis aims to provide information
about learners’ contributions to the dialogue and the results are presented in a graphical
form. The qualitative analysis aims to exploit various attributes regarding learners’
contributions and investigate learner collaboration behavior in terms of (i) the cognitive
skills that the learner develops with respect to the learning outcomes addressed by the
activity, and (ii) promoting the collaboration by initiating/stimulating and advancing the
discussion. A discriminative characteristic of the approach is that the teacher has the
possibility to personalize the analysis process by defining weights to the attributes analysed
denoting this way their importance with respect to the underlying activity. The illustration
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of the defined indicators with specific empirical data reveals that they give a valid evidence
of learners’ behavior during the collaboration process. However, the investigation of the
validity of the proposed indicators with more groups of learners is considered necessary.
Also, we plan to exploit these indicators in the development of guiding mechanisms, which
will be adapted to learners’ collaboration behavior.
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Abstract. This paper addresses experiences based on collaborative work aiming to
improve basic education domain’s teaching/learning practices, as well how the
experiences have enhanced individuals’ knowledge through using interactive
technologies. The strategies for reaching such goals have evolved the synergy of
learning theories and practices, high and basic education cooperative work,
individuals’ direct manipulating web accessible standard languages, including using
virtual reality techniques and multimedia tools as well files.
The investigation and application of such convergence has brought about
school community’s intellectual, social and technical enhancements within a
dynamic, active and creative mood. Such enhancements have influenced
individuals’ cooperative/collaborative learning/teaching attitudes, stimulated more
horizontal relationship and respect among educators and children, as well
contributed for increasing individuals’ traditional and digital literacy competences
and skills, including inspirited ones’ lifelong learning autonomy.

1. Introduction

The development of technological artifacts has reached a point, in which they are much
more accessible for people, even the individuals who are under economic disadvantage. On
the other hand, there are many of these individuals who are not prepared for using such
artifacts in way they can benefit from the artifacts far beyond entertaining moments.
Conversely, the industry have used technological artifacts and explored interactive
technologies with success in diverse fields, such as Internet applications, Education,
Research, Entertainment, Marketing, Scientific Visualization via Virtual and Augmented
Realities techniques, Business, Information and Communication. Such exploration have
brought about the necessity of preparing a skilled and competent workforce able to
synthesizing and understanding knowledge, as well employing such technologies and
knowledge for building high quality content within the age of interactive media [1-10].
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Then, it is relevant using better the technological artifacts within social environments, such
as at school domain. This action can provide people’s critical uses and reflection about such
technologies contribution for improving individuals’ traditional and digital literacy,
learning autonomy, developing self-esteem and mental models [11-16]. In conjunction with
school’s individuals we have used, adapted and developed learning models as well
strategies related to the application of interactive technologies as support for enhancing and
transforming school’s curriculum as well teaching/learning experiences in something more
practical and interactive.
On the other hand, we have faced educators’ lack of technical skills for manipulating
technological artifacts, which makes difficult educators using them effectively [4, 17].
Unfortunately, according to Valente [18] there are not enough skilled individuals for
training educators’ contingent who need assistance for improving their multimedia and
interactive technologies’ skills and competences. Educators from public basic education
have been under economic disadvantages related to low salaries, implicating in educators’
double work journey and less possibilities for doing high-level courses in order to improve
their technical skills and competences. For many educators as well for children the school
environment is still a unique opportunity for accessing, investigating, reflecting, training
and being aware about how to use interactive technologies further than entertaining.
Hence, historically there has been much more access to economic resources and high
technology for educators on high education than the ones in elementary and secondary
institutions. For instance, “(…) public education faces government cutbacks that
naturally force reform of the school system. Educators are faced with the dilemma
of providing a high-quality education with less funding, with more students in our
classes (…)” Vrieze in [19]. Conversely, Valente [18] on his investigation related to
learning using virtual environments for training teachers recommends 20 students per
educator to be feasible the several interactions and keep educational standard high quality.
Then, again, based on Vrieze ideas [19] if educators work within a more adequate
educational environment, educators can face the challenge from business world demanding
that its future employees, our students, be educated to keep up with the rapidly changing
technological advancements to be competitive in a global economy.
Due to the broad range of technologies, which have evolved such changes and
advancements, including educators’ lack of technological skills and knowledge, at least
within the context of Brazilian’ s public basic education, a possible and realistic solution
for decreasing such problems is developing collaborative/cooperative knowledge’s
networking. So, in that direction collaborative educational actions among individuals from
Higher and Basic Education are fundamental. Fortunately, the projects and experiences we
have researched and carried out, confirm the importance of collaborative/cooperative
teaching/learning actions.
2. Related Work
Technological advances and the constant decreasing on devices’ prices have enabled the
use of innovative learning tools in several experiences related to the Education domain,
bringing about better support for collaborative work in teaching/learning actions.
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Kaufmann [16] explored the state-of-the-art of technological advances using collaborative
Augmented Reality (AR) within education in the context of immersive virtual learning
environments through the experiences made during the development of a collaborative AR
application, specifically designed for mathematics and geometry education called
Construct3D, which is based on the mobile collaborative AR system “Studierstube” [20]. In
Simpson [21] work “The Virtual Designer – The Application of VRML in Collaborative
Design” is looked at the process of collaborative virtual design, undertaken to improve
online architectural communication. The author argues that through analyzing the needs of
designers and addressing their responses to collaborative design scenarios a clear process of
approach to optimizing virtual communication can be developed. Liarokapis et al [22]
inspirited in Billinghurst [23] as well in some ARToolkit functionalities [24] developed a
multimedia augmented reality interface for e-learning (MARIE) focused on enhancing
teaching/learning process through a low cost AR collaborative system able to provide
interactions between immersed user (using Head Mounted Displays – HMD) and nonimmersed one through PC monitor and voice. Roussos et al [25] NICE (Narrative
Immersive Constructionist /Collaborative Virtual Environment) project focuses on informal
and formal education, social content domains, embracing a constructivist approach,
collaboration, plus narrative development. For that, the project explores virtual reality main
power: a combination of immersion, tele-presence, immediate visual feedback, and
interactivity. Software development is based on open standard languages such as JAVA,
VRML and C++. The virtual reality environment is designed for both multi-projection
CAVE™ and PC systems.
3. Pedagogical Concepts
The convergence of learning theories and methodologies such as Piaget's constructivism
and Papert's construcionism can enhance individuals’ understanding about how people
learn and grow, providing better support for designing teaching and learning environments
[25, 26]. Thoughts which come from researchers such as Paulo Freire and Ivan Illich refer
to the necessity of making a revolution in the curriculum content and the pedagogy of the
present-day school, transforming them in more practical and inclusive based on horizontal
relationship between educator and pupil, love, humility, hope, faith, confidence and respect
for the freedom of expression [27]. For reaching such harmonic state among individuals in
an educational environment it seems necessary to have excellent communication among
people. It is thought that the word that can define successful communication in human
relationship is empathy, as suggested by Peters [28]. The teaching/learning actions we
experienced showed that using the same technological tools which have entertained
students can be a strong support for achievening empathy as well carrying out
collaborative/cooperative work situations [4, 34].
The spirit of human and technical interactions based on Freire’s ideas related to more
horizontal and dialogic communication during teaching/learning experiences can come
from using the convergence of information and communication technologies innovations,
arts and culture on curriculum development. This cultural and technological application can
be the base for individuals’ reflection about such synergy contribution for social
development plus the construction and maintenance of meaningful learning environments
[29]. Other relevant supports and advantages of using interactive media and multimedia
devices for enhancing individuals' teaching/learning practices come from Gardner's theory
related to multiple types of intelligence, as well Projects’ pedagogy related to John Dewey
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[28, 30]. Supports and advantages are associated to the flexibility of working through
projects bringing about exploring individuals diverse learning interests. Using interactive
technologies in teaching/learning actions have attracted more students toward stimulating
their diverse perceptual and sensorial channels such as auditory and visual.
The convergence of learning theories and advances on technology has brought about space
for the growth of innovative educational designing and intervention, which is called
Emergent Design. “It is an approach used for educational intervention; the claim is a
more general one, however, in that the strategy is appropriate in settings for
technologically enabled paradigmatic change (…)” [14]. Through Emergent Design
experiences it is possible to meet a balance between digital technology and the approach to
management of organization and of organizational change that has come in the wake of the
technology. A distinction must be made because the temptation to use either of them alone
has led to failure. It is the combination that offers an optimistic vision for the future of
learning—the combination of these two products of the digital age along with a theoretical
framework based on the work of pre-digital-age thinkers who knew what to do but did not
have the means to do it. Among these the most central is Paulo Freire, but also represented
are John Dewey and Jean Piaget, although he did not focus on education per se [14].
4. Work Development and Strategies
We have developed work based on collaborative, co-operative, constructivist and
construcionist approaches for educators’ training, bringing about human sustainable
improvements. It includes applying concepts from the experiential learning model in
synergy with the spiral model for enhancing individuals’ technology skills and
competences. Such competences are capabilities of analysis, interpretation and selection of
information, facts or situations; skills to manage group activities, as well awareness of
social surrounds being able to transform it [31- 33].
4.1 Background – Collaborative and Cooperative work
Since 2002, we have carried out work for improving individuals’ knowledge through using
the convergence of interactive technologies, arts, culture and communication at Ernani
Silva Bruno Public School, which is situated in the surrounds of north zone of São Paulo
city [9, 34]. In general, citizens living around the school are under economic disadvantage.
We met on Cavallo’s reflections a picture about our current concerns. “The growing
“digital divide”—concerns about the potential of a widening gap between rich and
poor in the new, knowledge-based global economy due to a lack of modern,
technological skills among people in lower social-economic strata, and a growing
concern about the potential of educational systems to ameliorate this situation— all
point to a serious problem becoming seemingly permanently intractable (…)” That
is the case of the named municipal district school in which author 1 works. On the other hand,
“(…) The same technology that can be a primary factor in widening the divide may
be the best hope for eliminating the divide” [14].
After three years of collaborative/cooperative work within basic and higher education
through small-scale projects it seems that such experiences have become useful tools for
inspiriting teaching/learning practices not only in experimental situations, but also with real
students, as expressed in [16], within regular basis as classroom problem solving
instruments. Such actions meet support on Papert’s ideas in [35] recommending; to add
age-appropriate knowledge of computer programming to “the basics”, to bring back the arts
as factors that drive learning in a high-tech environment, to integrate students into the
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process of deciding what shall be studied and especially how it shall be assessed at all
levels, to begin a program of increasing the portion of time spent on project-based learning
using the new content to give intellectual depth, rigor and toughness to project work.
Experimental situations have been very important to Ernani’s educational environment.
Such situations have improved individuals technical skills, self-confidence and social
relationship through learning and using Web standards such as Hypertext Markup
Language – HTML and Virtual Reality Modeling Language - VRML within educational
projects. Such experience led school community to participate in two major projects
developed at high education aiming to stimulate collaborative work and research at basic
education “FEBRACE” and “The City We Want”.
FEBRACE - Feira Brasileira de Ciências e Engenharia is a science and engineering fair
coordinated by author2. The project brought about in 2003, 2004 and 2005 opportunity for
educators and students from basic education developing collaborative projects based on
their cultural and educational context, after that, sharing knowledge with other individuals
during a week fair. At the end of the week some students’ projects are chosen for
representing Brazil in an international fair called ISEF [36]. Due to Ernani’s small-scale
projects developed from 2002 to 2004 using accessible Web standards, author 2 invited
educators and children from school for being protagonists of three days workshop
researching and direct manipulating interactive media, arts and culture [9, 34]. The City
We Want is a project similar to FEBRACE in terms of educational goals, but it is designed
for attending educators and children from public municipal schools through a partnership
between the Municipal Education Secretary of Sao Paulo city and LSI-USP. The project
infrastructure has been improved since 2002 and in 2004 was possible to support several
municipal schools in diverse regions from the city [37].
Due to Ernani School participation at FEBRACE 2004, individuals were invited to
participate on “The City We Want” project in August 2004. After that, there was a three
months period for sharing knowledge with other teachers and students in internal and
external interactive experiences, including the development of a project’s proposal aiming
to solve a city problem at school’s region. There were four major meetings in diverse
educational city points where individuals presented and shared initial projects’
implementations, in middle October. Educators and children from Ernani’s school showed
animations related to social problems that have influenced local life’s quality. Such
problems are violence, lack of leisure activities, as well difficulties for accessing arts and
cultural programs.
In November within a regional Education Information Systems fair called “II Educainfo”,
designed for educators and students from district schools showing and sharing their work
carried out during the year, individuals could feel how important was the implementation of
“The City We Want” project in several schools. It brought about students and educators a
great synergy for improving individuals’ researching, collaborative learning attitudes,
traditional and digital literacy, including communication skills and competences [31]. For
instance, it was evident for author 1, Ernani School community’s engagement on “II
Educainfo”. Educators and children from Ernani were invited for carrying out an animation
workshop and sharing knowledge with other scholars on the event. They prepared
themselves very well for participating on the workshop. The animation models used at “The
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City We Want” project were revised and enriched for the demonstrations. Ernani School’s
principal, a pedagogical coordinator, fifteen children, as well a Math and Arts’ teachers
who were on FEBRACE workshop and coordinated the animation project were in the
event. There, it was carried out two hours animation workshop, in which children from
Ernani’s School taught and shared knowledge with more 30 children from events’ school.
Such Ernani’s community engagement brought about individuals’ self-esteem enrichment
and better pedagogical support for outlining and running more structured projects in 2005.
4.1 Education and Interactive technologies Project
This project is a further implementation of the author 1 investigations on how to introduce
and use Web standards to support non-technical educators and children teaching/learning
practices. From, initially working with 6 students informally on Fridays’ morning during
2003/2004, author 2 in a collaborative work with the other school computers lab’s
coordinator have investigated since February 2005 interactive technologies with 20 youth
children from 8th grade direct manipulating accessible Web standards (browsers and
languages), multimedia instruments and files [9, 34]. Through supervised, unsupervised and
reinforcement learning, including learning from observation we are using such tools and
techniques as a platform for stimulating individuals’ learning to learn, developing
collaborative attitudes, reflecting about the importance of carrying out traditional and
digital literacy skills and competences since basic education [38, 39]. Although we have
run the project based on Web technologies with 8TH grade students, the parallel educational
processes carried out at dynamic school environment have converged in several moments.
Such convergence led us to use VRML with 7th grade students within a project evolving 30
students from 7th A, B, C and D classes.
Due to students’ difficulties for understanding cartographic, measure and scale concepts in
Math, Geometry and Geography subjects, from March 2005 students have been measuring
the school and designing a 2D blue print using Paint™ program. Because of the
collaborative work between the computers lab’s coordinators, exposition of other educators
and students to virtual worlds and Virtual Reality (RV) techniques, it was suggest to
students from 7th grade modeling the school in 3D using interactive and universal Internet
tools. So, after presenting author 1’s VRML examples, the other school lab’s coordinator in
conjunction with students started building a school’s 3D model for presenting that to a
Ernani’s community during the 10 years celebration of School existence on 7th May.
Students accepted the challenge and in conjunction technical and non-technical individuals
start developing the model (figure- 1).

Figure-1 – Left and middle images are hybrid interfaces built using VRML audio, video, animation features.
Right image is School Computers lab’s model designed by 7th students.
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5. Infrastructure and Tools

Management, actions and technical designing are based on HTML and VRML languages as
well as their similarities which brought about better comprehension on how to use them
even for non-technical individuals [40-42]. Hardware: school computers’ lab facilities are;
Internet access, intranet with 21 computers, Pentium III™, 128 RAM, webcam,
microphones and datashow. Software: Paint™ and Gimp™ for producing and editing
images; Word pad™ and Notetab light™ for textual programming. Browsers: Internet
Explorer™, Cosmo player 2.1 ™ and Cortona™.
6. Discussion

Although, we do not have an AR structure for running high-tech AR experiments as in [16],
we have applied similar learning techniques and concepts explored in such experiments
through desktop VR using VRML as an instrument for supporting children’s understating
cartographic, measure and scale concepts, developing spatial cognition and solving simple
and complex problems [12]. Experiences with children developing content using interactive
technologies have showed that for being feasible and of high quality the interactions among
educator, students and content, working within small groups, about ten per educator, is
recommended [46]. Conversely, we work with 30 children at once in the Lab, but we
divided them in two groups. Two computers lab’s educators guided a group of 15 pupils
developing several parts of school blueprint on Paint™ and the other students constructing
school’s 3D model using VRML. Such situation suggests that it is necessary to implement a
policy for improving schools environmental conditions, such as smaller quantity of children
per class, increasing teacher’s technical training opportunities.
For starting up students’ learning curve the other lab coordinator with little technical skills
in VRML guided the students using supervised learning technique through a tutorial [42].
After developing a small-scale room for understanding how to work language syntax, the
visualizations and browser manipulation on the screen, students collaboratively exchanged
code via computers lab’s intranet, reusing and adapting VRML code for building desks,
tables and other objects, in actions similar to the work in [21, 22]. The construction of
WEB based educational applications in synergy with the pedagogical concepts discussed in
session 3 and in [25] supported face-to-face interactions, meaning in our learning context
cooperative/collaborative improvements on the social relationship among educators and
children, enhancing traditional teaching/learning methods, increasing individuals’ selfesteem, as well knowledge and technical skills.
It is thought that through such actions it will be constructed a cultural and resonance knowledge
network able to contribute with a society that needs adaptable and creative entrepreneurs, as well
workers capable of taking advantage of the latest technologies to develop niche products and
markets. Due to such society needs, it is relevant using information and communication
technologies – ICTs during curriculum development. It can allow individuals’ ICTs social
appropriation and redefinition according to their needs [2, 43]. So, people will need to be powerful
learners imbued with powerful knowledge. This will come from individuals’ awareness about how
much important is to foster toughness of mind in our students [44]. Then, from that, toward using
the convergence of electronic systems, traditional and new digital media we can encourage in our
children three important skills, which Harel [45] calls the “three Xs: eXploring, eXpressing and
eXchanging ideas”. And one of the best tools for learning these skills is the Internet as well its tools.
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In terms of lifelong learning autonomy, students have got technical skills and developed
perseverance attitudes for reading tutorials, doing the suggested exercises and sharing knowledge
with their classmates. Some of them who left Ernani’s have shared knowledge with their neighbors
and back to our school for acquiring more information and also training new students’ generation.
7. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented collaborative teaching/learning experiences and strategies for introducing
interactive technologies to individuals at basic school domain. The experiences showed that
educators who have dominated multiple languages such as arts, culture and improved their
technical skills can dramatically empowering their communication with students, offering
to and developing with them high quality, dynamic, creative, active and collaborative
teaching/learning environment, contributing for decreasing digital divide.
It is relevant giving the CIC sciences (computation, information, complexity) as well as
elements of engineering at least the same status as the traditional sciences (biology,
physics, math, geometry etc...). This will take time to phase in: but worth it because of the
several possibilities they can offer for supporting transdisciplinary projects [35]. Using
electronic systems in convergence with Web based applications can bring about a flexible
learning environment able to collaboratively improve technical and non-technical
individuals’ knowledge based on scientific rigor, but simultaneously attending people’s
diversity and necessity of effective lifelong teaching and learning practices [29, 44].
5
For the future, the idea is investigating in depth tools such as ARToolkit and Magic Book
adapting them to our learning context. Although we have already downloaded such
software, due to lack of programming skills an time we could not exploring the tools
potential, but we think that the collaborative work we have carried out will bring about the
necessary support for implementing such experience.
6
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1_ Abstract
Classroom discussion is an important element in many forms of online collaborative
learning. We here discuss the design of systems to support tutors in the tasks of
moderating such discussions and evaluating the contributions of participants. We
aim to support the online instructor by providing a theoretical account of the
discussion meta-structure and practical tools to assist the instructor in the
moderating activity. Methodologically, we base our research on the analysis of a
corpus of classroom interactions from an on-line Master’s degree in Information
Technology. In this paper we present a framework for the analysis of classroom
discussions, intended as the basis of a system to support the role of the instructor.
We also illustrate our experience in implementing the framework, and some
preliminary results of evaluation of our process are also presented. The results
demonstrate a high level of agreement among instructors in using the framework to
annotate discussion contributions. We expect further results of instructor satisfaction
will play an important role in shaping our final conclusions.

2_ Introduction
Research into systems of e-Learning has primarily focussed on the modelling of students,
as the recipients of the education materials. Examples range from Q&A type [1] to user
modelling [2] to intelligent tutoring systems [3]. Very few researchers have emphasised the
importance of the role of the moderator of the classroom discussion [4]. Here we take the
teacher’s perspective, rather than the student’s, as we seek to produce both a theoretical
account of how discussion in a virtual classroom takes place, and practical tools to assist
the teacher in the moderating activity. This classroom discussion has a central role in the
teaching and learning paradigm used: it demands the active engagement of students in the
learning process, and promotes collaborative learning and sharing of experiences among the
class. Much research, however (e.g: [5]), while underlining the value of this kind of
interaction, has noted that without direction from a moderator, a proportion of students will
not participate in the discussion. It is the responsibility of the instructor both to guide the
discussion and to evaluate the contributions of students for assessment.
The context for the work we describe is an MSc degree programme that is being delivered
entirely online. Within this programme, described more fully in [6], students are taught in
classes of no more than 20, interacting asynchronously with each other and their instructor
using the SoftArc FirstClassTM system [7]. Modules are subdivided into seminars, each
taking place over a single week, during which a topic of study introduced by the instructor
is explored by the class. This includes a discussion of aspects of the topic being examined,
carried out through contributions to an open folder in the module virtual classroom.
Our objective in this paper is to investigate the possibility of developing a framework that
can objectively support the online instructor in moderating and evaluating these
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discussions. We focus on the discussion meta-structure aspect as we believe this can be
made essentially topic-independent, a great advantage for portability over several fields of
discussions. A more detailed description of our framework can be found in [8].
3_ Annotation of Class Discussions
We operate on “contributions”, i.e. textual messages posted by the various students to the
virtual classroom. The systematic analysis and evaluation of these contributions will
provide the instructor with a summary of the virtual class discussions and activities. While
the content of the single contribution is crucial to the analysis, our aim is primarily to
model the discussion meta-structure, so one can use shallower natural language processing
techniques to retrieve the contribution content [9], and focus on how the student’s
contribution relates to others in the discussion [10]. We wish to capture the intensity of the
discussion, the chain of responses, discussion turns and responses to responses created in
the conversation [11]. The notion of a dialogue move, as an abstraction which captures the
participation of an “agent” in the discussion, helps in this task [12]. Dialogue moves are
defined on the basis of factors such as cognitive plausibility, ease of coding, reliability and
computational tractability [10]. Here we concentrate on a technique for manual annotation
of such moves, and the evaluation of this technique to inform the creation of a system that
could at least partially automate some of these tasks.
First we must decide what are the “basic units” of the contribution: for example, single
clauses, prosodic units, dialogue turns, sentences or intentionally defined discourse
segments [13]. It has been argued that errors in discourse segmentation greatly influence
the quality of the interpretation [14]; larger basic units, while computationally better, may
leave significant rhetorical information out [15]. In our analysis we adopted a simple
approach: we took simple end of sentence markers to segment paragraphs into sentences
(such as “.” “?” and “,”). Secondly, it must be decided which types of rhetorical relation
can exist among textual units [16]. There is debate on the number and the nature of the
relations that should be used [17]. We are interested, however, not much in identifying
what the contribution is about, but especially in understanding how it relates to the rest of
the discussion, and to create a dialogue meta-structure in which all the contributions are
represented.
To produce an annotation scheme for the analysis of class discussion, we selected “real”
cases from a real classroom and conducted two consecutive studies, segmenting and
annotating 3 weeks discussions. We started the first analysis with a list of 32 tags derived
from a preliminary investigation. For the second study, we applied a revised annotation,
reducing the list to 17 tags that included examples such as “Agree”, “Own Opinion” and
“Source of Information”; other examples relate to the “Owner”, “Date” and “Subject”.
From our experience in annotating over 10,000 sentences, we devised a grammar to guide
our reconstruction process. In this grammar, each contribution is described as follows:
Contribution: <Context>.<Content>
Context:<Module_Name>.<Source>.<Subject>.<Time>.
<Addressee>|<Aattached>|<Signature>
Content: <Block>*
Block: <Main>|<Components>**
Main:<Agree>|<Disagree>|<Own_Opinion>|<Own Experience>|<Question>
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Components:<Repeat_DQ>|<Introduce_a_response>|<Statement_or_fact>|
<Textbook>|<Contrast>|<Provide details>|<Source for information>|<Repeat
sentence>|<Image>
Note: The “*” means at least one occurrence, the “**” means 0 or more occurrence,
the “.” means “must exist together” and the “|” means or.
A contribution’s tag can therefore refer either to the context of the discussion thread (who
the sender is, who the addressee is, what time and which thread of discussion it is part of,
etc.), or to the content of the contribution (what the author wants to say to the hearer). A
content annotation tag can refer to the main moves related to the discussion (“Agree”,
“Disagree”, etc.) or to those that compose them. The component tags refer to additional
elements that the contribution’s author provides. In order to set up an experiment with
annotators, we developed a manual that explains in simple words the meaning of each tag
and how an annotator can recognise it.
4_ Evaluation
We are evaluating the annotation scheme in two ways. The first experiment involves the
annotation manual, and aims to test whether this leads to consistent annotation by different
annotators. This experiment was intended to test the agreement among annotators using the
manual for a pre-selected group of tags (the Main tags) and to verify the ease of use and
usefulness of the manual. This involved 25 annotators from various backgrounds annotating
30 sentences. To investigate the reliability of the annotation scheme, we need to measure
the level of agreement among annotators in assigning the tags to each sentence. Although
there are several measures of agreement, such as Kendall coefficient of agreement u [19],
our research clearly identified the Kappa coefficient as the most commonly used tool
applied to measure the agreement among annotators in a discourse environment [18, 20
among many others]. In fact the Kappa coefficient k [19], as a conservative statistical
measure of agreement, attempts to exclude any chance, in the agreement, of k raters in
assigning one of m categories to N objects. In our case, k = 25; m = 5; and N = 30. The
value of k should range from 1 (total agreement) to 0 (no agreement). The k value alone is
however not sufficient: further analysis of the significance of k is needed (z). The value of z
should be greater than 2.32 (for _ = 0.01) for us to be able to say that the raters exhibited
significant agreement on their ratings [19 page 290]. In our experiment, the result reported
k = 0.53 for the total group, while the value of the significance was z = 8.3. This indicates a
very strong agreement among our annotators. We also tested k for 2 groups of our
annotators; those who have some knowledge about our topic of discussion (k = 0.54) and
those who do not have any knowledge about the topic (k = 0.52), showing that there is no
significant difference between the two groups. This supports our claim that the annotation
scheme can be used without any knowledge about the topic, an important indicator of the
portability of the scheme to various topics. Analysis to each category of our main tags
reported strong respondent agreement on the correct answer 93% for the Agree tag, 53% for
the Disagree tag, 71% for the Own Opinion tag, 62% for the Own Experience tag and 89%
Question tag.
In our second experiment, which is still on-going, we target the online instructors, with the
aim of reviewing their satisfaction/opinion on the usefulness of our work. The experiment
involves 2 groups of online instructors, using 2 full weeks worth of discussions.
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Conclusions
We presented in this work our preliminary investigation in the development of a framework
to analyse discussion in online classrooms. Our objective is to support the online instructor
by reflecting two views of the classroom: an activity view drawn from statistical data and a
discussion view drawn from analysis of the corpus of the discussion. We have introduced
an annotation scheme for the analysis of classroom discussions, and presented our
experience in conducting extensive annotation processes. We have described our evaluative
experiments and reported our preliminary findings that supported to a great extent our
claims and objectives. The results clearly illustrate that it is possible to analyse a discourse
without any knowledge base with the aid of a simple manual. We plan to investigate the
usefulness of our framework to the online instructor, as an aid in their mentoring activities.
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Iterative Development of a Methodology
for Analysing Collaborative Interactions.
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Abstract: Single-user interfaces can be detrimental to the collaborative process, even when pairs of children
are given a mouse each. We describe a novel user interface, Separate Control of Shared Space (SCOSS), and
present a study that explores its potential as a tool to resource collaborative interactions between children doing
an estimation task. We then discuss the iterative development of two methodologies for analysing how the
interface worked to support desirable collaborative behaviours. This included the generation of a coding scheme
and timeline graphs that depict behavioural events. The advantages and disadvantages of these are discussed and
used to inform the second iterative methodology which focused on more global measures.

1. Background
The Riddles project is concerned with increasing children’s language awareness to foster their
reading comprehension (e.g.[1]). We are developing software designed for children to work
collaboratively in pairs on language tasks. We have had to develop an alternative to the usual
single-user interface because such interfaces can be detrimental to the collaborative process, even
when each child has their own mouse (e.g. [2] and [3]). We argue that the findings from both of
these studies can be explained by the fact that the single user interfaces of the software used,
allowed only one child to have access to each single feature at any one time, thus promoting turntaking rather than concurrent task activity.
This paper will first briefly describe our own interface: Separate Control Of Shared Space
(SCOSS), and a study that explored its use. This will be followed by a discussion of the iterative
development of both our research questions and the analysis of the collaboration between pairs of
children using SCOSS.

1.2 Separate Control of Shared Space (SCOSS): Features
When children are working collaboratively at a computer, the whole screen can be conceptualised
as a shared space; ideally it mediates joint decision-making but the limitations discussed above
mean that this does not always occur. In an attempt to overcome such problems, the design of
SCOSS focuses on promoting the following outcomes: 1) joint understanding, 2) joint agreement, 3)
working towards a shared goal, 4) an equal contribution to the task process, 5) minimal domination,
6) no deletion of each other’s work, and 7) equitable input.
The SCOSS interface includes the following features and hence should enable the
intended collaborative behaviours:
• The screen is divided in half so each of the pair has their own space in which to
simultaneously carry out an identical task. Each space can be used both to
mediate and to represent each child’s current understanding of the task
• Each child can control elements only within their own space, therefore they
cannot delete their partner’s work. It also enables each individual to contribute to
every part of the task process. The need for turn-taking is eliminated and
domination is made less likely.
• Agreement and disagreement are made visually explicit: agreed-upon elements
are coloured green whereas elements that are not agreed upon are not green. The
children can then use the similarities and differences between the representations
on the screen as a resource to mediate discussions about coming to an agreement.
• Users have to agree by pressing a ‘happy key’ before they can proceed to the next
task or part of the task. This should encourage reasoning and explanation as part
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of the collaborative process.

2. Exploring SCOSS in an estimation task
2.1 Design and methodology
This study compared the utility of the SCOSS interface with single control of a singleuser
interface, and dual control of a single-user interface to determine whether children
could use SCOSS as a tool to mediate their collaborative progress through the task. Thirty
six pairs of 8-9 year olds estimated the number of sweets in eight ‘real’ containers.
In condition A the children shared a single-user interface (figure 1a), in condition B the
children had dual input into a single-user interface (figure 1b) and in Condition C the pairs
had dual input into the SCOSS interface (figure 1c).

6.1.1 2.2 Analysis and findings: first iteration of a coding scheme
Our initial research question was ‘what are the children doing that is good collaborative
practice and does the interface mediate this?’ We defined good collaborative practice in the term of
the seven outcomes outlined above and then identified the finer behaviours that
constituted each of these. For example, asking for their partner’s opinion (which meets
outcomes number 1 to 4), explaining and justifying opinions by comparing containers with
each other (1-3), the nature of the comparisons (outcomes 1-3), not pressing their partner’s
keys ( 4-7) and asking their partner before pressing the ‘happy’ key (1-5).
We consequently developed an extensive coding scheme identifying a total of fifty-four
discreet behaviours and utterances. These codes were applied by watching the video
footage and completing paper-based tables, indicating the code and timestamp.
It was possible to quantify the number of times various behaviours occurred in each
condition. For example, we found that there were significantly more comparisons between
containers made in condition A than in B (H=7.6 p<0.01), and in A compared to C (H=5.2
p<0.05). However, such findings could not reveal anything about the quality of the events.
We therefore decided not to pursue this path of enquiry further.
We also built upon previous work by Luckin [4] to explore whether it was possible to
use this data to illustrate visually the events that resource the process of reaching a joint
agreement. We designed a database and used it to produce timeline graphs (e.g. figure 2).
These depicted where each behaviour (represented individually as symbols on the Y axis)
occurred in time (represented on the X axis) for each child of the pair for each individual
container. Long symbols represent events that lasted for several seconds. Logs of keyboard
activity were overlaid (on the secondary Y axis) and these recorded movement up and
down the estimation scales for each child, which are represented here as solid lines.
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Figure 2: An example of a graphical representation of the joint decision-making process.

We envisaged that it would be possible to identify various patterns across the graphs,
thus enabling us to systematically categorise and represent different ways in which joint
decisions were reached. Some types did emerge, such as those where one child made only a
minimal contribution, but overall no useful types were identified. Significantly, we also
concluded that the nature of the coding scheme, in treating behaviours as discrete events,
was detrimental to understanding how the children were working together.
The graphs also did not depict how the various interface conditions were having a direct
role in mediating specific behavioural events. They were, however, a useful tool in aiding
our exploration of the data and for informing our reiteration of the research question. The
next section describes our second iteration.
2.3 Analysis and findings: second iteration of a coding scheme
The research questions for the second iteration of the analysis asked more specific
questions about precisely how the SCOSS interface afforded the seven outcomes listed
above. In contrast to the above coding scheme, in this analysis we made global judgements
about whether the interaction showed evidence of outcomes 1-7.
Analysis revealed that there was no difference in the quality of the collaboration, across
the three conditions which indicated that some children are not spontaneously good at
collaboration and suggests that SCOSS alone cannot mediate the quality of the discussion
surrounding decisions. However, the following transcript is evidence of the potential for the
SCOSS interface to mediate joint decision-making (actions are in italics and the pair are
estimating jar JJ):
R: that one [picks up box and holds it next to JJ and compares their size] it’s the same
height [stacks one on top of the other and compares width]
L: not the same. It’s 75 at the moment [uses own keys]
R: I think 80, 85
L: 85.You do 85 and I’ll do 75 at the moment
R: [uses own keys] yeah but our answers have to be the same
L: I know we need to see [picks up box labelled 40] 40 and then that’ll be two of them
These children not only use the screen to recognise that they have changed their mind
but also made good use of the possibility to represent transient disagreement on their scales.
There is clear evidence that they both understand that they need to agree eventually on the
final answer, which they do finally achieve.
This finding indicates that our analysis needs to be even more finely tuned to exploring
the exact moments when the interface is having a direct role in encouraging an awareness
of agreement and disagreement and the collaborative benefits of both. Our current work on
iteration three will hopefully address these issues for the future.
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3. Conclusions
We have found that an iterative approach towards the analysis of collaborative
interactions has been useful in terms of understanding the rich and complicated nature of
collaboration mediated by technology and for enabling us to be clearer about our own focus
and research questions. This paper does not mark the end of our iterative cycle but serves as
a useful example of the benefits of iteration as a methodology in itself. We are currently
refining our analysis methodology to assess the role that SCOSS plays in the mediation of
desirable collaborative interactions, and will be using it to analyse a further set of data from
pairs of children working on a language task.
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Abstract. Interaction analysis has become a basic function in the field of collaborative learning as a
means for supporting evaluation processes. These processes can benefit from the use of automatic or
semi-automatic interaction analysis tools. If these tools considered the different roles implied in the
analysis processes, this could permit to exploit the results of the analysis in function of who is the
user and what is his/her purpose. The experience of awareness systems in CSCW that use roles to
decide the type and amount of information that they show suggest that this can be an appropriate
approach. However, a review of the concept and classification of roles in the CSCL literature has
shown a great diversity of classifications and a lack of common vocabulary to describe roles that also
ignore the dynamic aspects of real situations. These aspects demand a new dimension for the
classification of roles capturing dynamic aspects, such as the evolution of roles in an activity.
Moreover, they demand a common vocabulary for defining and describing roles in learning
scenarios. This would allow to automatically adapt the functionalities of interaction analysis tool to
the evolving needs of the roles. This paper elaborates two proposals that help to detect the changes of
roles produced during the collaborative activity and identify the needs established for these roles.

1. Introduction
Interaction analysis supports different functionalities in Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning (CSCL), such as the evaluation of collaborative learning processes. Currently, the
evaluation of CSCL systems, and of the learning promoted with them is a priority of research in the
area. For this purpose, the researchers propose the elaboration of powerful tools and methods for
interaction analysis in the study of collaboration [1].
Our group has been working in the evaluation and the analysis of interactions for the last years.
A main research effort has been the development of a system for supporting formative evaluation in
CSCL settings. In order to meet this aim, we proposed the Mixed Evaluation Method [2]. It defines
a general approach oriented to support the formative evaluation of participatory aspects of
collaborative learning in real classrooms.
This method is partially supported by an interaction analysis tool called SAMSA that builds social
networks and computes a set of indexes that are shown to the users for its later analysis. Although
this tool was designed to be used by teachers and researchers, its use has shown that it might be
useful to support self-evaluation by the students [3]. However, these types of users (teachers,
researchers, students) have different needs. This has lead us to work on a more general problem,
consisting on the study of these users’ characteristics and how the interaction analysis tool can be
dynamically adaptable to their different needs.
From the experience of awareness systems that use role-based proposals in the CSCW field [4],[5]
we can state that the collaboration-support tools would benefit from considering this adaptation to
the user, in order to improve the collaborative processes supported by them. A main problem in
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these systems is the quantity and type of information that they have to display in a moment, as well
as how it is to be shown, depending on the different roles that participants take during collaboration.
From this perspective it is possible to think on interaction analysis tools meeting the needs of
different types of users, providing them with different functionalities. For example, the data
obtained by the teacher in an intermediate evaluation with SAMSA could be used to support the
students’ self-regulation, but it does not seem reasonable to show the same information to the
teacher than to a K-12 or to a university student, neither to use the same format for all the cases.
This requires considering the needs of teachers and learners (and other potential participants) in
every moment.
It is therefore necessary to identify the roles that can appear in the collaborative process, and
the requirements they pose to interaction analysis. Also, it will be necessary to detect dynamically
the changes of roles during the development of the collaborative activity to adapt the functionalities
of interaction analysis tools to their evolving needs. We aim at supporting these processes
automatically or semi-automatically.
This paper elaborates on these issues, and proposes a structured description for roles, and a
new dimensions for the classification of roles that permits to capture dynamic aspects, such as the
evolution of roles in an activity. This results in a two-way relationship between roles and analysis of
interactions. First, analysis of interactions helps to identify roles, and then, these roles (i.e., the
people representing them) will be supported by interaction analysis functions. According to the
general goal presented beforehand, this support will be adapted to the needs of a particular role.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The next section presents a brief summary of the
different role definitions and classifications found in the literature. Next, section 3 presents our
proposal, which includes the new dimensions for the classification of roles based on dynamic
aspects, and the structured description of roles in CSCL. The paper concludes presenting the open
research questions and an overview of our future research plans related to these topics.
2. A Review of Roles in Learning Systems
A review of the existing proposals related to roles, based on works from the CSCL, e-learning,
CSCW, group dynamics and classroom-based research shows a great diversity. There is a lack of
common vocabulary to describe roles, multiple definitions and very different classifications of
roles, many of them, domain-dependent.
In this review we have detected a rather high consensus with respect to the generic roles (to
which we will refer to as actors) that can be identified in a learning scenario, such as the teacher, the
student or the designer [9,13,11,12]. On the contrary, the teachers’ and students’ roles (to which we
will refer to as functions) depend very much on the approach and on the context of each work, and
that there is no such consensus between the different authors [7,18,16,17].
We have detected different functionalities for the same role. For example, about the Teacherfacilitator role, [7] states that “must create learning situations and improve the motivation of
learners”, but [10] considers that “they monitor the collaboration activities within a group, detect
problems and intervene”. But also we have identified different roles whit the same functionality
(e.g. [16] and [13] describe in the same terms the roles of the teacher-guide and the tutor).
Moreover, in these descriptions, roles are presented as static entities, in the sense that
membership to a given role is established early and rarely changed. Nevertheless, potential role
membership can vary from moment to moment during the lifetime of a collaborative session. These
roles ignore situational dynamics (“the real world”), and they do not provide the flexibility needed
in many situations [6]. For example, during the evolution of a certain task, a teacher should be able
to shift from the initial teacher-guide function, when students need more help, to the teacherobserver function, when the students have reached some autonomy [21].
These aspects demand a common vocabulary for defining and describing roles in learning
scenarios, and a new dimension for the classification of roles capturing dynamic aspects, such as the
evolution of roles in an activity. With these elements, it would be possible to define a description of
roles able to be managed computationally, and detect the changes of roles produced during the
activity. This would allow to automatically adapt the functionalities of interaction analysis tools to
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the evolving needs of the dynamic roles. We present our proposals regarding this issue in the next
section.
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3. A new proposal for describing and classifying roles in CSCL systems
We have identified two dimensions that dynamically helps to identify the roles established
before the beginning of the activity, and to detect the changes of roles produced during the activity.
Regarding the moment of their appearance we define pre-established and emergent roles.
Pre-established roles are those that are assigned before the beginning of the collaborative activity
(e.g. role defined by a type of task). Emergent roles are those that are not assigned in advance, but
that appear spontaneously during the development of the activity [22].
According to their variability we define static and dynamic roles. Static roles are those that
remain invariable from the moment of their appearance until the collaborative activity finishes.
Dynamic roles are those that vary during the development of the collaborative activity (e.g. due to a
rotation of roles among the members of a group).
To detect emergent and dynamic roles, it will be necessary to define a set of indicators and the
values that identify the transitions between the different roles. These indicators will be a component
into the formal description of a role in a common vocabulary. Then, the interaction analysis tool
will be able to identify a change of role by means of these indicators, and it will be able to adapt to
their new needs, which will be to specify into the formal description of this role.
Then, the problem would consist on making a common framework for defining and describing
roles, their functions and needs for a generic context. We have elaborated a proposal of a structured
definition and description of roles in CSCL composed by four dimensions that aim to solve the lack
of common vocabulary detected to define and characterize roles in learning scenarios. These four
dimensions are: actor, function, needs and indicators.
In this context, an actor represents a generic role, that is, a human, an agent or any
combination of them [9] (i.e., the teacher and the student roles have been pre-established roles in a
traditional classroom [17]).
A function is a characterization of an actor. With a function we could specify its activities,
duties and responsibilities (i.e., as a facilitator, “a teacher perform a minimal pedagogical
intervention in order to redirect the group work in a productive direction or monitor which members
are left out of the interaction” [10]).
A need is a requirement for each pair role-function. These requirements relate to the necessary
information (quantity and type) and the functionalities of tools, and they are influenced by diverse
parameters related to the context, such as the environment (synchronous or asynchronous), the
educational level of the students (University, K-12, etc), the goal pursued with the interaction
analysis tool (regulation, formative evaluation) or the specific activity (i.e. collaborative edition).
An indicator is a parameter that helps to identify the transitions between the different roles.
Each indicator is composed by a name and the values that identify a possible change of role. The
values can be different depending of the context. A tool that recognized changes of roles would use
the limit values described by the indicators.
This structure allows for a static description of a role, in the sense that it can be established at
the beginning of the collaborative activity. In addition, we have included the indicators dimension
for defining the values that permit to detect transitions between roles. The next step will be to
implement this approach for its computational management.
These approaches aim to provide for the adaptation of the functionalities of interaction analysis
tools to the changing needs of roles.
4. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented the need of considering roles when designing tools for the analysis of
interactions. This will permit to support the analysis of interaction data collected from a learning
experience and to exploit them depending on who is the user and what are his needs. This approach
is based on existing proposals from awareness systems in CSCW that adapt to the users’ profiles.
An initial review of the concept of role in the literature has shown many different definitions
and a great diversity of classifications, many of which are domain-dependent and ignore the
dynamic aspects of real situations. Due to this diversity, we have proposed a new dimension based
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on dynamic aspects for classifying roles, such as the evolution of roles in an activity. Moreover, we
have proposed a structured description of roles in a common vocabulary. Then, the interaction
analysis tool will be able to identify a change of role, and it will be able to adapt to their new needs,
which will be to specify into the structured description of this role. These are previous steps towards
building analysis interactions tools capable of adapting their functionalities depending on the needs
of roles at a given moment.
We have to go further in the description of the roles that are involved in collaborative learning
scenarios, and establish their functional and user-interface needs. These needs will define the type
of support that the different roles will need, which must me achieved by the interaction analysis
functions. Moreover, it will be necessary to define the set of indicators and the values that identify
the transitions between the different roles, and find a formal representation of this information for
its computational and automatic management.
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Abstract. We experimentally examined the effects of role reversals on insight
problem solving. Forty-two undergraduate students were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions: single and pair. In the single condition (14 solos), the participants
worked alone. In the pair condition (14 pairs), each pair of two participants tried to
carry out the task by alternating the role of working with the pieces and the role of
watching a partner’s performance every 20 seconds. The results showed that the rate
to reach the solution in the pair group was significantly higher than the rate to reach
the solution in the single group. In addition, the solution time turned out to be
significantly shorter in the pair condition. Moreover, there existed a significant
difference in frequencies of deviation from the constraints between the two groups.

1. Background
Previous studies have shown that collaboration can facilitate problem solving (e.g. Miyake,
1986; Okada and Simon, 1997). In these studies, protocol analyses were used in order to
examine the processes of collaborative problem solving. Although these post hoc analyses
are useful, it is hard to clarify how the facilitative effect emerges only by post hoc analysis
because a variety of processes occur during collaboration. In this study, therefore, we
investigate the effects of role reversals between task-performing and observation on insight
problem solving by controlling the way of interaction between members.
In addition, theoretical framework is needed to analyse the processes of
collaborative problem solving. We rely on dynamic constraint relaxation theory (Hiraki
and Suzuki, 1998).
In the theory, three types of constraints, object-level, relational and goal are
hypothesized. The object-level constraint is our natural tendency to encode objects at a
basic level, although there are numerous other ways of interpretations. The relational
constraint is a tendency to make a choice of specific relations among innumerable
alternatives. The word “relation” is defined as the manner in which objects relate to each
other and each object has a specific role. The goal constraint gives feedback to the two
other constraints mentioned above, by evaluating a match between present and desired
states. A desired state and an evaluation function are based on the representation of a goal.
Hiraki and Suzuki (1998) suggested that an impasse is constructed by these constraints and
the incremental relaxation of the constraints driven by failures brings about qualitative
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transitions probabilistically.
In this study, we experimentally examine the effects of role reversals between
taskperforming and observation on insight problem solving and analyse the processes in the
basis of the dynamic constraint relaxation theory.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
Participants were 42 undergraduates. They were basically asked to come as a pair, as they
were initially asked to bring a friend of the same-sex. They were randomly assigned to one
of the two conditions: single and pair. The independent variable was whether participants
played without role reversals (in the single condition) or with role reversals (in the pair
conditions).
2.2 Task
T puzzle was used as a material. The puzzle consists of four wooden pieces. A shape of “T”
is to be constructed from these pieces (Fig. 1).
2.3 Procedures
In both conditions, the participants were presented a sheet of paper with a 2/3-sized image
of a finished “T” in front of them prior to beginning the problem. Then they were asked to
construct a shape of T using four wooden pieces. They were not allowed to utter any word.
They were notified about the following points prior to the experiment; (1) a bell rang every
20 seconds; (2) the whole time limit was 20 minutes; (3) a sheet of paper was taken away
before they start working with the puzzle. The entire course of experiment was video-taped
for analysis. In the single condition, the participants were required to engage in the task on
their own.
In the pair condition, the participants were asked to work in the setting shown in
Figure 2. The setting was designed so that the participants saw their partners not directly
but through displays. The reason why each participant watched a partner’s performance
through a display instead of looking at it directly is to avoid making the participants look at
trials from different angles.
At the beginning, a board on which the participants worked with the puzzle was in
front of participant A and s/he started working with the puzzle. While participant A was
working, participant B watched her/him working through Display B in front of her/him.
They were asked to watch the display, thinking how to solve the puzzle. After 20 seconds, a
bell rang and participant A passed the board with pieces to participant B without touching
the form s/he constructed. Then participant B began the task and participant A watched
his/her trial through Display A in front of her/him. They repeated (3) and (4) until they
discovered the correct answer.
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Figure 1. T puzzle. Construct “T” as shown on the right putting together four pieces.
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Figure 2. The experimental settings in the pair condition.

3. Results
6.1.2 3.1 Performance Analysis
In order to examine the effect of role reversals on performance, the participants who could
complete the task were classified into three groups, according to the time taken to solve the
puzzle (Fig. 3). In the single condition, many of the participants were classified as “failed”,
so it can be presumed that the peak solution time in the single condition should be more
than 20 minutes. Meanwhile, in the pair condition, the peak of the solution time lies less
than 400 seconds and the number of participants who could solve the puzzle drops as
solution time becomes longer. This difference in distribution of solution time in each
condition is verified by Fisher’s exact test (p=0.04). These results show that role reversals
have a facilitative effect on solving the puzzle.
3.2 Analysis of how pieces were placed
According to the framework of dynamic constraint relaxation theory mentioned above, we
examined the effects of role reversals on the relaxation of constraints.
Because people have a strong tendency to place the pentagon piece either vertically
or horizontally (Suzuki and Hiraki, 1997), putting the pentagon diagonally was regarded as
an index of relaxation of the object-level constraint.
In terms of the relational constraint, people tend to connect pieces in order to fill
notches. Therefore, the index of relaxation of the relational constraint was defined as
connecting the pentagon with other puzzle pieces at the central part of “T”. The central part
indicates that the pentagon is placed at the intersection of two bars of “T”.
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Furthermore, the number of times which the participants “put the pentagon
diagonally (including at the right angle place)” and “connected the pentagon with other
piece as the center part” is counted as an index of the strong relaxation of the constraints,
since these factors are related not only with object-level and relational constraints but also
with a goal constraint.
Figure 4 shows the mean rates of all the indexes of constraint relaxation in each
condition. __2-tests show that the participants in the pair condition deviated from
constraints more often than those in the single condition (__2 = 30.31, 8.27, 9.70, p<0.01,
respectively). These results indicate that, in the pair condition, the participants were more
likely to be activated to deviate from the constraints in both object and relational.
4. Discussion
The purpose of the experiment was to investigate the effect of role reversals between
performing and watching partner’s trials in insight problem solving. The result showed that
the participants in the pair condition generally took less time to solve the puzzle than those
in the single condition. Moreover, the participants in the pair condition placed pieces in
ways which deviated from the constraints more frequently than those in the single
condition. The difference between the pair condition and the singe condition was whether
the role reversals existed or not. Thus, the facilitative effect found in the pair condition
could be attributed to the effect of role reversals. It can be considered that role reversal is a
type of effective collaboration to solutions of insight problems.
Based on protocol analyses, several previous studies pointed out the importance of role
reversals between doing tasks and watching a partner’s performance (e.g. Shirouzu,
Miyake, and Masukawa, 2002). Their suggestion was tested by a controlled experiment in
the present study. In addition, it was revealed that role reversals facilitate relaxation both of
object-level and relational constraints. In consequence, it can be said that the method used
in the study is useful in clarifying how the facilitative effects of collaboration emerge.
However the method used in the study has some limit. First, because we focus on the
effects of the role reversals in the study, we were not able to compare different type of
collaboration. As mentioned earlier, there exists a variety of processes during collaborative
problem solving in our daily settings. Therefore it is necessary to compare these various
processes and to determine relative effectiveness among different types of collaboration.
Second, because we restricted utterance during problem solving, we were not able
to examine what kinds of mental activities the participants engaged in when they were
observing their partners.
Finally, further researches are needed in order to determine the mechanism that role
reversals facilitate constraint relaxation during insight problem solving.
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Abstract: In authentic, long term projects involving groups, people typically use multiple
communication systems and representational notations. This paper describes our work towards a
system that will support groups in learning how to work more effectively as groups: a system that
exploits the trails of data about group interaction across diverse media and tools. We review our
foundational theories and describe our approach. Core to our work is the use of visualisations of
learner models to support group members in learning to select suitable media for their collaborations
and to improve their understanding of how to be effective group members in long term activities.

Introduction
In authentic, long term group work, it is the norm that people make use of a rich, diverse
collection of communication systems, such as chat, discussion forums, and video
conferencing. It is also typical that they make use of a range of tools and representational
notations within one medium including, for example, written text and diagrams. We believe
it is critical to begin to explore group support systems that can operate in the context of
such media richness, exploiting the potentially huge amounts of data that could be
available. We are particularly interested in three classes of learning that could occur in such
situations:
_ Learning to solve problems in a domain more effectively;
_ Learning about the team, its members, and effective ways of cooperating and
collaborating;
_ Learning to use communication media and representational notations that match
the
demands of the tasks at hand, including tasks of member and collaboration
management.
Our work focuses on self-managed learning groups. This is in contrast to forms of group
work characterized by a high degree of didactically-imposed structure, with tightly
specified roles for group members and where the interaction between group members is
scripted in detail. This kind of collaborative learning certainly deserves its place in the
didactical repertoire of teachers and other educators, for example in situations where groups
are short-lived and/or formed on an ad-hoc basis. In contrast, our focus is on forms of
collaboration that takes place in groups that (attempt to) form real social units, work
together over longer stretches of time (weeks and months rather than hours), and where
there is little or no guidance from outside. Examples of such groups are the small teams of
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students formed for problem-based learning in universities. One of our examples is a group
of students learning about eXtreme programming, and various communication and software
2 technologies, in the context of completing a classic capstone group software project. The
other is a group of instructional designers learning about ontology engineering and applying
it in the context of designing a course. Ideally, these groups are learning at all three levels
mentioned above. Such learning groups, being highly self-organized, have to establish
norms and processes that are conducive to knowledge building and sharing. Importantly,
members of a group will naturally focus on their “production task” and on learning about
domain issues. For their parallel learning goals of learning how to facilitate the
effectiveness of the group, and about media use, they need to establish and maintain
common ground, keep the group stable, and take care of individual members’ concerns [1].
The move to machine media interaction among group members has a dual effect. First, it
makes it even more important to attend to these group functions. Second, it opens the
potential for exploitation of the data trail that can be collected by the machine.
Our approach. A number of researchers in the field of Computer-Supported Learning
(CSCL) have begun to address this issue of collaboration management. Managing on-line
collaboration by means of intelligent support can take a number of forms: mirroring,
metacognitive and advice tools [2]. They all require the ability to trace the interaction
between the team members at some level of detail. We are building upon this work and
intend to extend it into two directions: Firstly, in addition to supporting member interaction
directly with feedback and/or advice systems, there is a need for learners to develop skills
in choosing the right communication medium and tool for the situation at hand. Approaches
to collaboration management that rely on a single communication medium, and/or on
strongly restricted notational systems used for communicating [3, 4] need to be extended,
because groups typically do not accept such limitations over longer stretches of time [5].
Having the choice among various communication and representation systems, however,
adds to the demands groups face: they now have to deal with the additional issues of task-to
-media fit [6] and task-to-representation fit [7]. Secondly, we address human-computer
interface issues extensively; not only because the management of task and interaction
information distributed across various communication media raises serious attention and
cognitive load issues, but also because of the social signals that come with using certain
media [8] and which have not been reflected sufficiently in research on computer-supported
learning. We suggest an approach where the shared interface can be adapted to the needs of
the work on the task as well as to the needs of interaction and member management. In the
absence of a conclusive research base to derive advice from, our short term goal is to create
an environment where such phenomena can be studied under controlled conditions and to
experiment with various ways of visualizing information for groups and
facilitators/moderators.
Adaptive Collaboration Visualisation
There has already been some work towards adaptive systems to provide advice on
collaborative learning, for example [9]. There has also been recognition of the importance
of social parameters, such as participation patterns [10]. We will explore the use of adaptive
information presentation using visualisations of the collaboration. These seem particularly
promising because they are easier to implement than advice systems and no normative
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model of collaboration is required.
What to record. We are working on finding research-based answers to three questions
around the process: (1) What to record about the learners’ performance; (2) How to
aggregate and then analyse the traced information; (3) What and how to visualize the
results from step 2, in a manner that is adapted to the group’s needs. With respect to
question (1), we propose to capture all task- and group-related exchanges available, 3
regardless of whether these involve the whole group, sub-groups, or individual members.
Since we expect to be able to motivate the group members to help monitor their own
interactions, we will be able to encourage the use of tools that we have set up to capture a
rich record of interactions.
How to aggregate. An immediate effect of this is that we have to deal with large amounts
of information. This must be analysed and summarised. Our approach with respect to
question (2) is to collect the full set of available, un-interpreted data and then to perform a
series of analyses to create both individual learner models and collective group models. We
will use machine learning and data mining techniques (association rules, classification and
clustering techniques such as hierarchic clustering, k-means, decision trees and data
visualisation in particular) to identify patterns in groups’ performance and relate those to
outcome measures such as the quality of the groups’ decision models and participants’
satisfaction with the group process. Data mining and machine learning techniques have
been successfully used for user modelling and, to a lesser extent, in education contexts. In
particular, mining data based upon learners’ interactions with a learning environment is
promising [11].
Since a user model captures the system’s beliefs about the learner’s knowledge,
beliefs, preferences and other attributes, it has the potential to play an important role in
providing external representations of the individual and group learner models relevant to
the group interaction and learning. There has been a growing appreciation of this
possibility, with learner models being shared with learners in order to support reflection
[11-14] and to help learners work collaboratively [15]. The challenges in this project are to
mine the available data sources to support the construction of a student model [16], to
provide natural interfaces that enable learners to see and understand the externalised form
of that model [17], to explicitly contribute to it and, finally, but most importantly, to
improve our understanding of the ways that this externalised user model can support
learning and as well as the operation of the group.
What and how to visualize. Once relevant information is identified, the challenge remains
how to communicate this back to the group (question 3). While the question of information
visualisation has been researched before, including our own work [17, 18], research has so
far been mainly limited to analysing individual displays of task and participation
parameters [19]. The overall configuration of information displays – the interface elements
that make up the shared work space – has been assumed as being static. We propose to
dynamically adapt not only the content of individual information displays, but the overall
configuration of information displays. For instance, when the group has to work on
complex information together, social information should be reduced (in the absence of
conflicts or member problems) so that all the cognitive resources can go into task
information processing. Similarly, if interaction problems require attention, then the task
information should temporarily be reduced and social information should be displayed with
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greater salience and detail. If both the task representation(s) and the social information
representation(s) are properly adapted, then it should be feasible to provide suitable
tradeoffs between the cognitive effort for the core task versus that for processing group and
member information.
We also propose to differentiate more systematically between ‘person awareness’
and ‘team awareness’. For instance, the video/audio display of a user – as a “rich” medium
[6] –primarily provides information about an individual group member. It does not depict
information about the team as such. The user lists that are part of most chat tools, however,
are a rudimentary team awareness component – showing who is currently “in” the group
activity. Visualisations can, and probably should, play a much stronger role in supporting
team awareness. For instance, [20] makes a number of suggestions on how to visualize
social configurations of team members in digital spaces such as chat rooms.
Our current prototype collaboration environment comprises various synchronous
and asynchronous communication and information representation tools, including one that
allows for co-located team work. We are experimenting with a number of computational
approaches to aggregate collaboration information and identify psychologically and
pedagogically meaningful patterns and trajectories. We are also developing means for
visualising information relevant for task-, team-, and person-awareness. Building on these,
we will experiment with ways to dynamically modify the respective information displays to
make the overall interface adaptive to situational parameters (cognitive load, social
conflicts, member problems) and to group members’ preferences and individual needs.
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